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Time sure flies when your having fun, and boy, didn’t summer at Camp Menominee just fly by? I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who
contributed, in any shape or form, to the production of the Megaphone. Being
the Editor was a rewarding role and it’s great to see the fruition of all of my,
and other various reporters, hard work in the literary masterpiece that is the
Annual. The Megaphone would be nothing if it wasn’t for the campers who wrote
the majority of the articles, be it JEFF GOLDBERG’s epic retelling of the CIT’s
Dells trip, or JACOB BERLINGER’s innovative ‘profile me’ interviewing, ALLEN
LEVITAS’ dramatic five-part tale of the CIT’s adventure in Minnesota, or JAKE
GOODMAN, who drew the most insane monsters which now grace the Megaphone
office wall. Cheers to all the staff who aided me in my collection of assignments, especially the ‘Kawaga Chronicles’. I would like to personally thank the
Administration, KOBY, BILLY, BARI, and KATIE for proof reading the Megaphone, lessening the likelihood of a grammatical faux pas making the final cut. A
last thanks to STEVE for being extremely helpful and patient, his guidance went
appreciated. I do hope you enjoy reading this annual, as it will house many of
your memories of the great summer of 2010 at Camp Menominee. Hats Off To
Thee!
Yours thankfully,
David Godfrey, Editor
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First Day Edition

Steve and Bari Kanefsky and all the
staff at Camp Menominee would like to
welcome all campers who arrived today.
Whether this is your first time at camp
or you‟re a returning loyalist, staff are
determined to make your summer as
enjoyable as possible. Menominee has
an impressive plethora of activities on
offer for campers to choose, so let‟s
make the summer of 2010 one of the
best yet!

Monday 21st June 2010

Hi my name is David Godfrey and I‟m from Liverpool, England. I am going to be working the
Megaphone and the climbing wall this summer
and I‟m truly excited to be working at such a
dedicated and fun camp. Stories and reports
from campers and counselors will be embraced
with open arms, the Megaphone is an ideal platform for you guys to tell your story about time
at camp. You will find me in the Megaphone office and Cabin three this summer.

Probably the biggest (or should I say smallest?) new edition to Camp Menominee comes in a diaper and can barely string a sentence together; that‟s right Steve and Bari have expanded their
family by one with the delightful Eva. Seven month old Eva has a Nanny in the form of theater
student Corrina Morris, who says that she will act as Eva‟s „jester/big sister‟. Menominee has
two new resident nurses, Peter Creed, who has recently graduated from a nursing school in
Puerto Rico, and Andrew Knee, who has been nursing for 19 years. Both nurses are excited to
be working at Camp Menominee. Another exciting installment for camp is the new program director Billy Heisler, who‟s currently enjoying his 13th summer at a camp, the others being Eagle
Hill and Timberlane. A new position has been created for 2010, for Head Counselor, and that‟s
been filled by Menominee veteran Koby Stern who is „thrilled‟ to be spending his 14th summer
in the North Woods. Another brilliant acquisition for camp this year is Thomas. C. Adler, who
is the Associate Director and has 40 years of being in the camping business under his belt. Last
but definitely not least, Menominee has two new cooks Timothy and Mike, who will be serving
you brilliant meals all summer long.

As is tradition at Camp Menominee, before the summer camping season gets underway, fathers and sons
journey to the North Woods in search of fun and
spirited activities. They were not disappointed. Dads
and their lads enjoyed a range of sports and games;
from the hilarious Capture the Flag, Softball and
Kickball, to the lively game of Dodgeball. Friday night
saw campers make their own messy, but delicious,
smores at the campfire. Saturday night was a reflective affair, with Koz shining in the limelight with his
guitar at the campfire, and the amazing firework display on the waterfront. To end the weekend, campers enjoyed top nosh at a Chinese buffet restaurant.
Chase Weiman, aged 9, thought time spent at camp
with his dad was „awesome‟ especially the riflery activity.
Nine year old Jake
Goodman said: “Zip lining was
cool and the Tubing was scary
but fun!”

All staff who helped with the cleanup operation of the camp. Those who
scrubbed and cleaned the cabins and
sport areas in preparation for the
campers, should give themselves a
hearty back-pat for their efforts.
Especially those who came out a few
weeks in advance, such as Conor
McLoughlin, Richard Pillinger and
many others.

It would be safe to bet that
this summer‟s weather is going
to be HOT! Thus, a lot of water
drinking and sun-block applying
would be wise. Remember: Hydrate or Die!

Director Steve Kanefsky is confident that the summer
of 2010 at Camp Menominee will be a blast: “We have a
great administration team, the golf course has been expanded and Tom has refurbished numerous cabins.” Steve
thought the turnout for Father and Son weekend, which
was 65, was amazing and his favorite moment was when
everyone gathered around the campfire and reminisced about their weekend. Steve had
wise words for first time campers who may still be unsure about camp-life: “Camp Menominee offers (literally– Ed) a breath of fresh air from the real world, forget about it and
have a wonderful time.” When asked what makes Camp Menominee the best camp in the
North Woods, Steve swiftly replied: “The family atmosphere”. And it‟s the family atmosphere at Menominee which embodies the ethos of the camp so let‟s have some FUN!
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All remaining campers arrived yesterday at
Menominee to be greeted by immense cheering
by the rest of the camp. They made their way
to Wasserman Hall to be told their Cabin number and to meet their counselors. Once they
were fully settled in their cabins, it was time to
make their FINAL FOUR activity choices and
register for the competitive leagues. The
leagues names are as follows: Bear, Buffalo,
Jayhawk, Longhorn and Tiger. The rounds for
the activities are called Duke, Butler, West
Virginia and Michigan State. Even though
healthy competition is an important foundation
of camp, here at Menominee we also equally uphold the principle of good sportsmanship. So
remember that campers when you’re out doing
your activities.

Tuesday 22nd June 2010

What an eye- opener! Sugar consumption at its greatest. When Steve announced
that
all
campers
should take all their
food and drink, aka
candy, to Wasserman
Hall we knew that
something sugary was
about to go down.
Steve gave campers
eight minutes to obliterate their foodstuff.
The
party
aspect
boiled down to glucose
-induced wide eyed
ca mp ers
b ouncing
around the hall in
search of their next candy fix. Great fun!
Seven year old GAVIN BRAMWIT brought
a bag full of candy nearly as big as himself.
Counselor RICHARD WILSON generously
handed out copious amounts of the finest
English Asda Price chocolate. ZACHARY
SCHWARTZ, aged ten, gave his view on the
sugary spectacle: “It was awesome! I ate so
much I ended up spitting out Doctor Pepper
jelly beans!” The ulterior motive of this
Candy Party, was to rid the cabins of food
and drink, which as we all know, attract the
most vulgar bugs and vermin. So campers;
keep your cabin clean and bug-free!

On June 22nd:

Name: Chris Courts

1633; The Holy Office in Rome forces
Galileo Galilei to retract his view that
the Sun, not the Earth, is the center of
the Universe
1969; American
Garland died.

Actress/Icon

Judy

1976; The Canadian House of Commons
abolished Capital Punishment

Hometown: Portsmouth, England
Age: 23
Activities: Arts & Crafts, Lifeguard, Climbing
Wall
Favorite Film: Arachnophobia
Most likely to say: Don’t forget to bring a
towel

2003; The largest ever recorded hailstone falls in Aurora, Nebraska.

Happy Birthday to ALEXANDER DUDEK
who turned 12 today.

By JAKE GOODMAN
My name is JAKE and I’m from Deerfield, Illinois. I was here for Father and Son weekend
and had a great experience spending quality
time with my dad. I also met two really nice
friends named GAVIN BRAMWIT and ELI.
When the weekend was over, our fathers left
and camp started. I was assigned to cabin
three with my brother JOSH, and there I met
other cool friends, SEBASTIAN MARTIN,
CHASE WEIMAN, BRETT WEISS. The fun
was about to begin!

Let’s start with the positives; The vast majority of campers did a good job getting up
this morning for breakfast, which is optional, but highly recommended. Also, those
campers who hadn’t been tested for their
swimming, were brave for jumping into the
lake this morning. Remember campers, the
weather in the North Woods is getting hotter and hotter, let us not give creepy
crawlies an easy ride with cabin untidiness.
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Wednesday June 23rd 2010

By ELI BERNICK & SAM ENGEL
As activities are well and truly underway here at Camp Menominee, we wanted to place our ears
to the ground and hear what campers thought of their Final Four activity choices. JACK
LAZAR, cabin 18, thinks Volleyball is good fun, he said: “ROBBY APPELBAUM is a great instructor. He taught me how to set and serve the ball really well. “ MATTHEW DeCARLO,
cabin 15, enjoyed playing basketball today with counselor SAM LAZAR, he said: “ Basketball is
good fun, I learned new ball-handling skills from my instructor.”

By JACOB BARSTACK and JONAH WEISS
The first campfire of the official camping season was off to
a rocking start led by the Senior Cabin. After being called down to Klein Grove, the Menominee
Men put down their cleats and brought out their musical side. Skinny and tall himself, KOBY
STERN, led us in the Menominee Medley with the old-timers such as COREY PASCAL, KEVIN
DANN and DANNY CHAIMOVITZ leading us in some of the less-known CM songs. After we
were all tuned out, the Senior Cabin started to lead cheers. After some Alevo‟s, oogies, and
itzus, yours truly, JONAH WEISS, stepped up to the plate and led skat-doo. DAVID “Bobby
Flay” BLECHMAN flaunted his loud side by leading a boom-chickaboom, then everyone thought the night was over. But they wrong;
before Steve could even get a word out of his mouth, the leaders of
the camp were called up for an encore. After having zero practice,
JACK LAZAR stepped up for a went down to the river cheer. This
got everyone even more pumped. After our last two bits, it was time
to hit the sheets. Huge thanks goes out to JOSH “Rose Rose”
ROSENBLAT who organized the Senior Cabin cheers.

By CHASE WEIMAN
So last night, as we all know, was Canteen Opening night! The people working the canteen were
RICHARD NAGLE, DANNY CHAMOVITZ, and NAT ROSEN. All campers; Juniors, Intermediates and Seniors had to all line up at the same time. Everyone had a blast of sugar and everyone had fun! However, the legendary Green Canteen Goblin came to steal campers‟ candy, but
he was taken out by force. Though I fear that‟s not the last attack were going to see, as the
Green Canteen Goblin swore he‟ll be back even more determined…. and even more green!

By DAVID BLECHMAN & JOSH ROSENBLAT
Benjamin Franklin was once rumored to say; „ The true
identity of man is revealed when one stuffs his face
with delicious sweets.‟ This position is exemplified on
the eve of June 23rd. After a ridiculous display of what
not to do by the Green Canteen Goblin, canteen 2010
was underway. BRETT DAVIDSON started off canteen
as numero uno on the canteen list. MAX LINDZON said:
„Canteen is sweet! What would I do without it?” Canteen is a great way to refresh after a
hard day on the pitch, softball diamond, or any realm of sport. Hopefully canteen 2010 will be
a great experience and the campers will not abuse this wonderful privilege.

By THE EDITOR
Program Director, BILLY HEISLER, introduced another
one his brilliant games yesterday evening: and he named
it Zipper. The object of the game is to get yours and
the other team‟s assortment of sporting balls into a
designated goal. The results are as follows: KOZ’S TEAM lost to KANEFSKY’S TEAM and
the CITs WON against the SENIORS.
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Thursday 24th June 2010

By the EDITOR
Yesterday evening saw campers assemble in Mess Hall for an indoor favorite: Musical Chairs.
Campers displayed great enthusiasm for the classic party game. The first round was dominated
by the Seniors and CITs, and everyone thought it‟d be over for the younger members of camp,
until SEBASTIAN MARTIN, aged 8, shocked everyone with his musical chair skills. It was like
his butt was magnetically connected to the chairs. Thus, Sebastian eventually won the second
leg of the game and won a neat Menominee branded back pack.
When round three commenced no one was fooling around;
campers were playing to WIN! One little man entered round
three as the epitome of an underdog, seven year old GAVIN
BRAMWIT. Though, like Sebastian, his deceiving size fooled
everyone, as Gavin amazed spectators with not only his agility
but also his funky dance steps. It was now the last two, Gavin
& TYLER FLANZER, of cabin 12 fame, and KOBY STERN decided he would shake it up a bit by asking NATHAN FREIFELD
to play the piano instead of using the stereo for music. It was
an intense showdown,
and it looked like Tyler had the advantage but just as the
music stopped he fell
over, giving Gavin the
opportunity to sit down and win! The chair Gavin was
sitting on turned into his throne as all campers
clapped and cheered around him in a circle. Gavin received sports cards for his efforts. It was a great
night and all campers should congratulate themselves
for showing excellent sportsmanship.

By ZACHARY SCHWARTZ

Name: Conor McLoughlin

Everyone is excited that camp activities have officially started, but campers will get even more excited
when Menominee starts it‟s 2010 Twilight League! The
Twilight League is softball, and if you‟re lucky you may
get to the chance to play the game with a 16inch softball! Two nights ago, we had our first Canteen Opening
and the Green Canteen Goblin tried to steal some
candy. But our guards saved the day!

Hometown: Ireland „The land of
Dreams and Potatoes‟
Age: 25
Activities: Riflery & Skiing
Favorite mythical creature: Half
lion/ Half eagle
Words of Wisdom: People can open
the door for you, but you still need
the key

Today‟s LUCKY CANTEEN
NUMBER IS:

123

JAKE GOODMAN
Today during Megaphone period I decided to go around camp
and report on how camper‟s activities are going. CHASE
WEIMAN, age 9, told me: “Arts & Craft is fun as there‟s
lots of different supplies to use.” Another art enthusiast,
MAX SHAPIRO, age 11, also said he was having a fun time
and that he was trying to improve his art skills so he could
make himself something good. I
caught up with BEN DAVIS, age
10, at the Riflery range and he
said that the targets were hard to
hit and that he learned to shoot a
rifle today. That‟s all the activity
news for today campers, there‟s
more coming soon.

On June 24th:
1441; Eton College is established by King Henry VI of
England
1664; The colony of New
Jersey is founded
1901; The first exhibition
of Pablo Picasso‟s work
opens
1947; Kenneth Arnold
makes the first widely reported UFO sighting near
Mount Rainier, Washington
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Friday 25th June 2010

By JONAH WEISS and JACOB BARSTACK
We bled green. He came. With JAKE HOCKMAN as the senior Twilight League commissioner
and all the Arizona captains, SAM ENGLE, ELI BERNICK, JACOB BARSTACK, and JONAH
WEISS. After the teams were announced, we headed on out to our fields. On Diamond Two,
Weiss’ team faced off against Bernick’s team. In a great pitchers duel between ANDREW
BLECHMAN and JACK LAZAR, ending in both of them striking each other out of the game.
With great defense at shortstop by ALEC BERGER and great
hitting by JEFF GOLDBERG, Jonah’s team prevailed by winning 6-1. On Al Lewis field, Barstack’s team squared off
against Engel’s team and had a game for the record books.
Impersonating the tennis match that Isner had at Wimbledon,
this was a marathon game that lasted 10 innings. Lucky Canteen Number is twenty-four. In each extra inning, one run was
scored between each team until the top of the 10th inning
when IAN MILLER and NATHAN FRIEFELD both hit home
runs for Jacob’s
team. With
DAVID BLECHMAN taking care of business on the
mound, Barstack’s team won by two.

By CHASE WEIMAN
Yesterday evening Twilight league started and the junior matches were team cabin one and
three versus team cabin two and four. The teams that won were three and four. The whole
thing was very exciting.

Name: Corey Pascal
By ZACHARY SCHWARTZ

Hometown: Northbrook, Illinois

Last night we had our first egg drop of the
camping season. The concept is that each cabin
is given an egg and then they have 30 minutes
to wrap the egg in natural products to protect
it for when it is dropped from the top of the
climbing wall. The cabins that have a surviving
egg after it’s plummet, gets a pizza party! The
winners were cabins three, fourteen and six.

Age: 18
Activities: Volleyball, Basketball and football
One wish: For Cubs to win the World Series
Favorite mythical creature: Minotaur
Words of Wisdom: You don’t stop playing because you’ve grown old, you grow old because
you stop playing.

JOSH ROSENBLAT and DAVID BLECHMAN
Today’s date, June 25th for those who are not paying attention, has housed many significant
historical events. Such as the battle of Vezerance in 524AD, where the Franks defeated the
Burgundians. Today also marks the passing of Pop music legend Michael Jackson yesteryear.
Many influential sporting people were born on this day, for instance, Aramis Ramirez (of Chicago Cubs fame) in 1978 and American Footballer Charlie Davis in 1986. Along with births came
the deaths of important figures such as Hungarian Mathematician Cornelius Lanczos in 1977.

By the EDITOR
Yesterday in Wasserman Hall, Steve Kanesfsky
introduced three new rookies who will be staying with us at Camp Menominee for the next
couple of days. Their names are LOGAN
ROSENGARD, BRADLEY GOTTLIEB and JOEY
SHAPIRO, all aged 8 and staying in cabin three.
So campers; let’s show them camp hospitality
and Menominee spirit and make these guys feel
at home. I’m positive they’re already loving it
here!
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Saturday 26th June 2010

By JACOB GOODMAN
Camp Menominee did not let the rain ruin the evening group activity last night as it played host
to an ultimate tournament of Cabin Feud in Wasserman Hall and Mess Hall! The rules of Cabin
Feud are: each team are posed with a theme, and then they have to give answers associated
with that theme, and only the most common responses get points. Cabins competed to get a
prize and the winners of Wasserman Hall were; cabins three, seven and fourteen. DAVID
MUNZER was the host and he had two green assistants called Thing One and Thing Two, who
provided the sound effects when someone gave an incorrect answer. One theme that dumbstruck a lot of campers was: „types of popular modes of transportation around camp‟. To which
ETHAN WEISS, of cabin fourteen, humorously answered „magic carpet‟. Cabin three came
third and won a movie and popcorn night in the lodge. Second place went to cabin seven, who
won a pizza party. The grand prize winner was cabin fourteen, who won an ice cream party!
Thanks to all those who took part, and the counselors who organized the game and ensured it
was enjoyable and funny.

Happy Birthday to SAMUEL PASSANISI who
turned 13 today!

Suitable rain attire comprises of:
Long pants
Any footwear that completely covers your feet
Waterproof jacket/coat with a
hood or poncho. Not a sweater!

CHASE WIEMAN and ZACHARY SHWARTZ
Camp yesterday was abuzz with activities; so we set
out, with our clipboard and pen in hand, to investigate
campers‟ fun levels. JOSH GOODMAN, age 9, said:
“Volleyball is fun, I‟ve played with a harder ball but
this one still hurts!” Another lover of volleyball, COLE
NEUMAN age 15, informed us that he learned today how to bump, spike and serve the ball.
We caught up with BRYAN BENNIS at the tennis courts and he said: “I enjoy tennis, today
I learned to use a forehand shot.” Today‟s Lucky Canteen number is
11. We walked to the
climbing wall and found
JACOB GOODMAN,
who told us that he enjoys climbing even
though it‟s hard for him
to do. That‟s all the activity news for today
campers; we‟ll be back
with more soon!

On this day, 26th of June, the following happened:
363AD; Roman Emperor, Julian the Apostate, died.
1284; Folklore legend Pied Piper leads 130
children out of Hamelin, Germany.

Name: Kevin Dann
Age: 19
Hometown: Wilmette, Illinois
Activities: Archery
Favorite film: The Boondock Saints

1960; Somaliland becomes Independent of
Great Britain

Menominee status: Veteran (10 years)

1974; The Universal Product Code is
scanned for the first time to sell Wrigley‟s gum in Marsh Supermarket, Troy,
Ohio

Favorite Musical Artist(s): The Rolling
Stones and the Red Hot Chili Peppers

Favorite Mythical creature: King Kong

Most likely to say: “Hey fellas”
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Saturday 28th June 2010

By the EDITOR
Yesterday evening Wasserman Hall played host to a returning Camp Menominee
classic—Commercial Night. JAKE FREED was our host, and the judging panel consisted of two Brits, JASON MOTT and ANDREW SCHOFIELD. They had their
claws out and focused on each cabin’s skit on the principles of creativity, humor,
taste and participation. Each cabin was assigned an item for their skit and it was
up to campers and counselors to practice and polish their performance. Every
cabin should congratulate themselves for the effort and thought they put into
their skit. However, there were three winners from each division. Cabin Three
won in the Junior Division with their commercial in which they were trying to promote Associate Director Tom Adler. BRETT WEISS donned a sunglasses and
baseball cap combo and presto, he transformed into Tom. Congratulations to
GAVIN BRAMWIT, JAKE & JOSH GOODMAN, SEBASTIAN MARTIN and
CHASE WEIMAN. Cabin Six won the Intermediate Division for their sketch
Things to do with a Softball. So congratulations to MATTHEW BUTLER, ANDREW DAVIS, DYLAN DEMAKOS, JARRETT MIKKELSEN and
LEVI
SCHULMAN. The Senior cabin was successful in their division, fending off stiff
competition from the CITs, with their hilarious Steve’s Motorcycle skit. So well
done JACOB BARSTACK, ELI BERNICK, DAVID BLECHMAN, SAM ENGEL,
JACK LAZAR, COLE NEUMAN, DAVID RIBOT, JOSHUA ROSENBLAT and
JONAH WEISS. After all the skits were done, Wasserman Hall was still abuzz
with laughter; thanks to everyone who put on a great night for camp.

Camp Menominee has a ton of traditions and customs, but few enable cabins to bond and spend
some quality time together as much as Sunday
Cookout. Campers and counselors excitedly got
dressed in protective clothing, collected their
shovels and rakes and ventured into the woods in
search for a site for their cookout. Some cabins
restored existing sites, while others were determined to create a new site with branch walls and
log seating. It was also up to each cabin to decorate their site with banners and signs, thus a lot
of campers flocked to the Arts & Craft workshop. SEBASTIAN MARTIN and JAKE GOODMAN, of Cabin Three, really enjoyed retrieving
branches for their site and acting as lumberjacks. However, due to unsuitable weather conditions, campers enjoyed their hot dogs and potato
chips inside the Mess Hall. Though no one would
let the weather get them down; campers just
concentrated on digging in to their delicious
grub. Today’s lucky canteen number is 37. After
munching their hotdogs, it was time for Sundaes
on Sundays; campers had a bowl of ice cream
with the option of topping it with chocolate
syrup, cream, caramel and strawberries. I think
that Sunday Cookouts are definitely here to
stay.

Last night was the first
‘The Way’ ceremony of the
camping season. Everyone
had to walk in respectable
silence to a field, where a
campfire was burning, and
huddle together till STEVE arrived. Steve,
wearing a Native American headdress, explained to the first-timers at camp what
the ceremony was all about. The headdress
symbolizes the spirit of the Menominee
tribe, and anyone who receives an arrowhead do so as they have shown the right attitude. Campers and counselors who received an arrowhead are as follows; ZACH
SCHWARTZ, GAVIN BRAMWIT, MAX
SHAPIRO, ELLIOT REIBMAN, JONAH
WEISS, MAX LINDZON, JASON MOTT
and ANDREW SCHOFIELD. Well done fellas!

As you already know, the three rookies
left camp yesterday morning homeward
bound. BRADLEY GOTTLIEB, LOGAN
ROSENGARD and JOEY SHAPIRO loved
it here at Camp Menominee and we were
all sad to see them leave. But don’t worry;
I’m sure they’ll be back.

Megaphone
The Al Lewis Edition

Tuesday 29th June 2010

By the EDITOR
Yesterday was Al Lewis day at Camp Menominee, which basically means that campers can organize their own schedules; they just need to find a counselor and choose an activity. Simple.
SAM HUNT, of Cabin Five, went on a fishing adventure with HERBIE, BARI’S grandfather.
He said: “Herbie was real nice and informative. I caught a perch fish and JOSH GOODMAN
caught a sunfish. I thought the trip was really fun and I hope to go on one again.” Another
Cabin Five camper, BEN DAVIS, spent his free time with all his pals playing a game called
Sugar Rush. Ben explained the rules of this game to me: “It’s sort of like tag, except there
were a lot more people tagging than being tagged.
The safe zone was Wasserman Hall, but if you are
seen in there you have to immediately move.” BRETT
WEISS and GAVIN BRAMWIT, age nine and seven,
spent some time on the Dunleavly basketball court
with counselor RICHARD NAGLE. Richard was teaching the campers how to dunk the ball and Gavin said:
“I thought dunking was fun. Nagle lowered the hoop
so I could throw the ball in easily.” Today’s Lucky
Canteen number is 94.

Name: Richard Nagle
Age: 20
Hometown: Sheffield, England
Activities: Basketball & Climbing Wall
Favorite film: Training Day
Favorite musical artist: Kid Cudi
Most likely to say: Practice how you play

By JAKE GOODMAN
Two evenings ago was Commercial Night in Wasserman
Hall, and I enjoyed watching all the cabins’ performances. At first I thought practicing with my cabin was
boring, but I soon realized it was a good idea and ultimately, our skit went down well with fellow campers.
BRETT WEISS played as TOM ADLER well, he really
pulled of his look. We deserved to win the Junior Division though everyone did an excellent job. I think that
the Senior Cabin’s commercial was really funny and I
look forward to
their next skit.

On this day June 29th, the following happened:
* 1613: The Globe Theatre in London, England burns to the ground.
* 1889: Hyde Park and several other Illinois townships are annexed by Chicago,
forming the largest US city in area and second largest in population.
* 1944; American actor Gary Busey was born
* 1976: Independence day for the Seychelles from the United Kingdom
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Friday 2nd July 2010

By JAKE HOCKMAN
There aren’t enough words to describe the white water rafting trip. If I were to choose three, I would say that it was:
fun, exhilarating and Harry Behm. We embarked on our voyage on a cold Monday morning. DAVID BLECHMAN’s face
was glowing with excitement. After a long car ride, we arrived at the Wildman Ranch. We began our day with rafting
on five different rapids. You could hear the screams of ELI
BERNICK and JOSHUA ROSENBLAT for miles, but it was
apparent that they were having a great time. Counselors Jake
Hockman and CONNOR McCLOUGHLIN constantly fell out
of their rafts and experienced a near death experience but
laughed about it later. After the first day, ‘Blech Daddy’ was the only one who didn’t fall off.
SAM ENGEL also swam the last two miles of the river. Tuesday was dubbed ‘Rafting Act Two’.
JONAH WEISS was sitting on the edge of his seat the entire van ride, while COLE NEUMAN
was taking his daily cat nap to stay calm and collected before we encountered the rough rapids
of the Menominee river. When we first viewed the rapid JACOB BARSTACK was very nervous
but after a few words of wisdom from the intellectual
DAVID RIBOT (who sat in the first row), Jacob was
ready to go. We went down the rapids, and the screams of
JACK LAZAR could be heard all the way to Deerfield, but
he was excited to do them a second time. He was lucky
enough to find a helmet that fit him. After being stuck on
a rock for ten minutes, we began the third part of our
journey to Green Bay. We checked in at the hotel, swam a
little, and then headed to the Appleton Mall. We all
shopped for a few hours and when we all regrouped, Eli
Bernick stared at the vast array of shirts that ‘Laze’ had
purchased and asked the question: ‘Oh you fancy ha?’ Continued; please turn over.

We grew very fond of Applebee’s that night after asking the waitress questions such as
‘Are you a Bears fan’ and ‘oh you fancy ha?’. The next day was our journey to the legendary Lambeau Field. Even though our group consisted of Bears fans, Cardinals fans, Eagles fans, and some team from Ireland that none of us could even pronounce, we were
still excited to receive the Lambeau experience. We toured the stadium and even went
on the field. Overall, the trip was awesome because we went white water rafting, went
to Lambeau Field, and ate a lot of burgers at Culver’s. It’s a shame we could stay longer.

By KEVIN DANN
Twins! Twins! They were the first noises heard from the
boys from Menominee in the Twin Cities! After the four
hour trek we arrived with CHRIS COURTS, ELLIOT
REIBMAN, AUSTIN MALLER, JACKSON HARRIS and
myself. We set off to the new Target field for the Twins
game where some players become legends. The next day we
set en route to Valley Fair Mall of America where we go to
the famous Hooters, and finished the trip off with a late night movie. Overall, it was a great trip and I’m envious of
the people who get to live this experience next year.
By DAVID HOLMES
Cabin Five set off on Wednesday afternoon for the much anticipated canoe trip. After a
choppy start of canoeing over to the campsite, the campers’ tent was quickly put up, only
for the counselors tent to take 30 minutes! After Koz cooked the hotdogs, the camp
fire was lit ,s’mores were shared among the campers, and which camp fire stories were
told.
Campers and counselors were woken
early to a breakfast of eggs and bacon by culinary extraordinaire Koz.
After cookies and juice all campers
set off singing songs and canoed back
to camp just in time for lunch. Many
thanks to all of Cabin Five for an awesome trip.
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Versus
By the EDITOR
Britain and America, they can be the greatest of allies but also the most fierce of enemies.
Yes campers it’s time for another Menominee classic tradition; British and American! It all
started during flag raising this morning; the Brit counselors were nowhere to be seen. Then
after STEVE started to yell for them over the speaker, the rowdy Englishmen burst out of
Wasserman Hall brandishing cricket bats. Chaos ensued and war was declared.
After everything had calmed down, campers then gathered in Wasserman Hall for the selection process, in which each camper had to take a colored chip from a sack. A red chip meant
you are on the British side and a blue chip signified you are on the American side. Each division was assigned a Team Leader and they are as follows:
Junior Division: JOSH GOODMAN (USA) & JAKE GOODMAN (UK)
Intermediate Division: COLIN BESH (USA) & JOSHUA LANSKY (UK)
REID KANTER (USA) & JAKE ZWEIG (UK)
Senior Division: JACKSON HARRIS (USA) & AUSTIN MALLER (UK)
ELI BERNICK (USA) & JACOB BARSTACK (UK)
So whether you salute the Star Spangled Banner or you’re loyal to the Union Jack, play fair
campers and have fun!

Happy birthday to
TRENTON BODIN
who turned 19 today

The opposing forces are going to compete in the following games. The results
will be published tomorrow: Captains
Duel, Creatively capture the energy
source, Tug of War, Dizzy Izzys,
Wheelbarrow races, Power dipping,
Sweat shirt relay, Potato on a spoon
and Fill the canoe.

By JASON MOTT
On Monday, KOZ picked up the campers and counselors of cabins 14 & 15, then we drove to Eagle River where we started off our journey. In five canoes we paddled down the river for two
hours to where we came across our first campsite of the night. Once we arrived at our camp
we put up our tents and headed to Deenoyers for a whole load of pizza, finished by s’mores at
the camp site.
Tuesday began with Koz cooking bacon & eggs, just what we needed after an uncomfortable
nights sleep. The next four to five hours consisted of strenuous paddling through the windy
river then pushing the canoe through the shallow waters and missing rocks. Thanks to the
chefs for making the sandwiches and providing the lunch. After a tiring day we finished off
with two sessions of competitive go-karting where SCHULZY seemed to take a nice Sunday
drive. Then back to the camp site for dinner, smores and jokes.
The last day started with Koz making another great breakfast
of pancakes and muffins. Followed by our last part of canoeing
which provided fun down the few rapids we had. Special thanks
goes to Koz, TOM ADLER, JON LORBACH and ADAM AINSCOUGH for the lifts.

By NICK NOFTZ
Departing Monday at 8.00am as five counselors and 14 campers we headed for the Midwest
Disney Land; the Wisconsin Dells. After the three hour drive through Wisconsin we make it to
our destination of our motel called the ‘Mykonous’. For a motel, it was quite beautiful with cable television and a shower in the room. After we unpacked we then unloaded the cars and
sprinted to Mt Olympus water park. After we rode the Poseidon and had a nice relaxing trip on
the lazy river, we headed back to the motel for some food and to change clothing. For cabins
10 and 12 the late night activity was that we rode ‘Hades’, a 70mph roller coaster! For the next
morning the cabins rocked Noah’s Arc water park all day till four pm. Everyone got to ride almost every attraction including the Black Anaconda, which was the group’s favorite. After
Tuesday day, dinner at Unos restaurant was amazing. Then after a great Deep Dish Pizza we
went to the ‘greatest show on H2o’; the Tommy Bertleft Show. It showed the children the skill
that is needed; to pull off those tricks. After the amazing
show we left for the motel. On our last day we decided to
hit up Hades again. Although the park attendants said it
was broken and would be for the remainder of the day, so
we rocked the go-karts instead with the majority of the
winners being Cabin Ten. Finally, we set off for another
three hour drive back, in which the campers got a good nap
and a lifetime of memories of their Wisconsin Dells trip.
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Competition is upon today campers and it comes in the form of Camp Timberlane. Menominee
will be competing against them in the following sports; Tennis, Baseball, Soccer, Archery,
Ultimate Frisbee, Basketball and Riflery. Campers under 12 will be staying at Menominee to
compete while the 13 and over crowd will be venturing to Camp Timberlane to partake in the
activities. Let‟s show Timberlane the Menominee way; that we‟re competitive but also that we
project good sportsmanship.

VERSUS

By the EDITOR
Last night was supposed to be all about fireworks and girls at Camp Marimeta, however due to
inclement weather, it was all about the naming of tunes. And we go to Marimeta tonight; so we
get both! Each cabin strolled into the Mess Hall with their musical senses twitching. CONNOR
McLOUGHLIN and DANNY CHAIMOIVITZ were ready serve people musical pie as they are
Menominee's‟ resident Disc Jockeys. Some song choices were suspect, but that‟s the fun of
the game; trying to locate in your mind the song title and artist of obscure music. And for extra points; the album the song came from. As is natural in most human beings, music makes us
want to dance, and there were some eye-opening moves being displayed by both campers and
counselors last night. GAVIN BRAMWIT and CHASE WEIMAN, both Cabin Three, shamed
most of the older kids with their funky gyrations and hip movements. The dancing got so crazy,
Gavin even metamorphosed into a groovy worm a couple of times. In the end, like most things in
life, there has to be a winner and this time it was Cabin 9. So congratulations JACKSON
HARRIS, AUSTIN MALLER, ELLIOT REIBMAN, CHRIS COURTS and KEVIN DANN. Your
musical knowledge is without parallel here at Camp Menominee.

By MAX
SHAPIRO

On
The start
of British-American was the
fun, especially the game of Creatively same day that America won its independence from the British EmAcquire the Energy Source. The prem- pire in 1776, it was announced that the Brits defeated the Ameriise of the game is that you are ascans at Camp Menominee in 2010. Oh the disgusting irony! Consigned a number then when your numgratulations to all who took part and the team captains, in particuber is called out you have to run as
lar, JAKE GOODMAN, JOSHUA LANSKY, JAKE ZWEIG,
fast as you can to acquire the energy
source. Today‟s Lucky Canteen number AUSTIN MALLER and JACOB BARSTACK.
is 47. I remember JEFF GOLDBERG
was really fast and so was JOSH
LANSKY, who tagged someone twice
his size. I can‟t wait for the rest of
the British– American activities.

Event

Captain’s Capture
Duel
the Flag

Squirt
gun fight

Winner

British

American British

British

Land &
Water

Capture
Message
the energy to Garcia

American

British

By JEFF GOLDBERG
When I was assigned to write this article many ideas came to my mid, the first
being „wow what an awesome trip‟, the second was „wow JED “The Rock”
STONE is jacked‟. The car departed from the Friendly Confines around
9.54am and four minutes later the first chorus of „Chang Chang Chaaaang‟,
sponsored by Aretha Franklin‟s All you Can You Eat Buffet, was heard. After a
solid three and a half hour car ride, and a stop at Culvers, we had arrived at
the famed Wisconsin Dells. ALLEN LEVITAS was heard saying “This is like
Vegas only better and more wet‟. We arrived at the Hotel Rome convinced we
were actually in the golden age of the Roman Empire, ZACH TAUB swore he
saw Julius Caesar himself. After settling into the beautiful Mykonos hotel,
BARI KANEFSKY said it was like her second honeymoon. After some serious
sunscreen applying we headed of to Mount Olympus ready to get wild and wet.
Myself, MILES BEAUSEIGNEUR, CAMERON RUBIN, Jed Stone and Allen Levitas took the pseudonym; “C.J Jam, The Youth National Rowing Team‟. This helped our chances when we spotted a 9 and an
8. We almost had our way with them, but then they had to spend the day with their brothers. This didn‟t dash our day as we rode all of the fun rides in the park. We went back to the hotel for a splendid
supper of Uno's Pizza. The Chicago style pizza reminded ADAM “Say it ain‟t so” AINSCOUGH of sweet
home Chicago. We then went back out to Olympus to ride some go-karts; think about the smell of gasoline and multiply that by 30 and you have the smell that came from those
karts. After some serious paint rubbing we had to return to the hotel for
an hour, before the park reopened for rides after dark. For the most of us
we went to Dairy Queen, but Zach Taub stayed back with ALEC BERGER to
text their girlfriends. We all went back to the park at 10.30pm for some
serious rollercoaster riding. After conquering Hades and Zeus, literally, we
headed back to the hotel and saw our brothers in the green Ford Fiesta.
After conversing with them briefly, we hit the hay early in preparation for
what could of have been the best day, ever. Part Two coming soon.
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By the EDITOR
The North Woods experienced another torrential downpour last night which meant campers
had to change their plans. The social at Camp Marimeta was postponed however that didn’t
mean that every camper was forced to their bedrooms long faced and miserable; no that’s not
the Menominee way. Instead JAKE HOCKMAN devised a brilliant Song Night. After the game
was announced each cabin was given 45 minutes to choose an existing song, change the lyrics to
the theme of Menominee life, and practice their performance. After a grueling practice session, everyone was called into Wasserman Hall. The judges chosen to
scrutinize the performances were SAM LAZAR, MAX FORMAN and
Jake Hockman. Cabin Three’s rendition of Survivor’s classic “Eye of
the Tiger (Menominee)” won them the Junior Division. Cabin Eight won
the Intermediate Division with their remix of “I’ve got a feeling” and
Cabin 13 won the Senior Division with the hilarious “Come on Schulzy”.
Thanks to all those who put the effort into their performances and
the counselors who organized this great event.

As you already know, Camp Menominee
competed against Camp Timberlane
yesterday in a variety of sports. I’m
glad to announce that Menominee defeated Timberlane outright. The 13
and over age category won every event
and the 12 and under won the majority
of their events. Today’s Lucky Canteen
Number is six. Congratulations to all
those who took part and the counselors who organized
the competition.

By MICHAEL MALIS
The Squirt Gun Fight we had a couple of days ago
started off with the British going to the way side of
the golf course and the Americans at the near side. It
was a slow game at first but it quickly sped up. If you
were squirted you had to go to goal with your hands on
your head. The end score was that there were 3 British squirters left and 15 American squirters left. JONAH WEISS, MAX SHAPIRO and BRETT DAVIDSON were the only Brits still left on the field. The
joke of the game was that since we used ketchup bottles for water guns, we would use water guns for the
ketchup bottlers for dinner.

By TAYLOR BEAUSEIGNEUR
The
spirits were high during the very first event in the battle between the British and
Americans. That’s right, it was the Captains Duel! It was surely a wet and wild event as captains from each side battled with water balloons to soak each others clothing. At the end of
each round, the driest captain came out victorious. Captains and also brothers, JOSH and
JAKE GOODMAN, battled it out followed by COLIN BESH and JOSH LANSKY. REID
KANTER was then pitted against JAKE ZWEIG, JACKSON HARRIS
against AUSTIN MALLER, and finally, the overall Team Captains; ELI BERNICK against JACOB BARSTACK. The crowd was cheering and on their feet.
NOAH ROSENBLAT said that it was insane and that he even got splashed.
The final results were very close but the mighty British prevailed with a victory. It was clear that everyone loved the captains Duels which were located
right on Menominee’s very own shuffleboard court.
By JEFF GOLDBERG
We rose early in the morning for Noah’s Ark and with Steve’s crafty tricks we were able to
check out earlier than expected. We swiftly made our way into the largest water park in America with eyes of wonder. As the huge rides loomed over us IAN MILLER said: “Holy Psuedacream this looks nuts!” Our plan of attack was to go on everything there, starting with the Park
Voyage. It was a nice tone up for our next ride: The Timewarp.
We packed into groups of four ready to be flushed through. It
was just as good as we thought; everyone was surely brown afterwards. We then got ready for the craziest water ride anyone has ever seen; The Scorpion Tail. As we walked up the
stairs, our frights grew. We could see the people going down
the tube at 50 feet per second, then being thrown into a crazy
loop, all of this while on their back. We saw a girl get stuck,
which only added to our fears. DAN GASSEL stepped up to go first. After he made his way in,
he stepped up into the box of dropping. His face said it all, a look of pure fear took over, it
even looked like he may cry but then three, two, one and bam he was dropped down. After he
was finished he turned up to the rest of us and gave us a big thumbs up. It was truly an amazing ride. Then we moved onto the signature ride: The Black Anaconda. It is the longest water coaster in the world and it is truly a
thrill. During the ride, myself, JED STONE and MILES
BEAUSEIGNEUR discussed the solutions of the oil spill on the
Gulf Coast, it enhanced the ride greatly. After that we went to
lunch for some excellent subway. We all went on many more smaller
rides. While we went on Time Warp and Black Anaconda, the rest
of the group spent their time yelling obscenities and had one great
time. With a little over an hour left we hit the wave pool. Part
Three coming tomorrow.
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As Menominee is due to face Camp Kawaga this Friday in an all day competition,
camp has gone into training mode. COREY PASCAL announced the set up of the
practice sessions this morning in Wasserman Hall before a pumped crowd, eager
to give it their all against Menominee’s biggest rival. Every camper has been refining their skills during the practice sessions, with coaches and referees on hand
to help. If we all pull together and try our hardest it’ll be guaranteed that the
showdown with Kawaga on Friday will be extra fun and exhilarating.

On this day July 7th, the
following events happened:

Camp Menominee’s very own radio station

W.M.E.N

needs campers to run it and produce high quality broadcasting. Head of W.M.E.N, CHRIS COURTS, is looking for any
* 1770: The Battle of Larga camper to broadcast camp news, competition information,
between the Russian Empire entertainment pieces and other camp related broadcasts.
Also, the broadcasts are RECORDED, so you can forget
and the Ottoman Empire
about the pressures of
takes place.
live broadcasting. This is
* 1865: American Civil War; a great opportunity to get
four conspirators in the as- your voice heard across
camp and to be a part of
sassination of President
Abraham Lincoln are hanged. something totally different at Menominee. If
* 1965: Jeremy Kyle, English
you’re interested please
television presenter, is born see Chris, who is based in
2006 – Syd Barrett, English Cabin 9 and the Arts &
singer-songwriter and guitar- Craft workshop.

ist of Pink Floyd fame, died.

By JEFF GOLDBERG
We had insane fights, while getting smashed by huge tidal waves. Saying it was
crazy would be a huge understatement. ZACH TAUB was actually thrown into a
wave by a random stranger, and all the group could do is laugh.
Unfortunately we had to depart after this. We nearly all cried in
protest because we wanted to stay longer. All of us and DAN
GASSEL’s lockbox loaded up the van and we headed home. Today’s Lucky Canteen number is 85. First we devoured 150 wings
at Buffalo Wild Wings, it was crazy; sauce was flying everywhere
and CAMERON RUBIN was named ‘The Buffalo Princess’. We
were nearing camp when we pulled up to two hillbillies in an old
van. They refused to move even after STEVE honked profusely.
The woman driving the van got mad and stormed our
van. Nobody panicked though because we had judo
champion JED STONE put her in a pretzel and throw
her back into her car. We were only a few minutes
from Menominee when we had our first bear encounter.
Lucky for the bear it ran into the woods before Dan
Gassel could get a hold of it. While reflecting on our
trip, I could only think how lucky we were to have such
a fun adventure. If you look up fun in the dictionary
you may see a picture of VC. We would all like to thank Steve and BARI for one
hella good time!

By MAX WEINGARDT
Name: David Willard Munzer
Age: 19
Activities: Archery & Softball
Favorite musical artist: Iron Maiden
Favorite movie: Silence of the Lambs
Favorite mythical creature: Bobby Stone
Most Likely to say: Wise old bull

Happy Birthday to JONNY MUELLER who
turned 20 today!
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By THE EDITOR
The face off with Camp Kawaga is tomorrow. TOMORROW! For the vast majority of campers and counselors,
the showdown with Kawaga is the biggest, most explosive,
fun-packed event on the Menominee camping calendar. For
those who are new to camp this summer, you’ll soon see
why everyone is so pumped and excited. The final practices have been taking place today as everyone needs to
be fully prepared for Friday's all day spectacular competition. STEVE, the administration and
the rest of the staff here at camp, expect healthy competition tomorrow. Remember campers,
that the principles we cherish here at Menominee: of good sportsmanship and lots of spirit, are
what we display to our rivals tomorrow. Good luck to everyone!

By AARON KAMEL
We arrived midday in the Wisconsin Dells and straight away checked into the hotel. Then we
all chose groups to stay in. My group was JOHN BUTLER, JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN, JAKE
FISHBEIN and MICHAEL MALIS. First, we went to the water park at Mt. Olympus. We went
to the upper part of the water park, which I regret now. Our group went on a couple of rides
and had to meet the whole group at the designated meeting point. The whole group made a decision to go to the theme park so we got changed and headed there. I waited for a ride called
Hades, this ride would be my first rollercoaster ever! I loved the ride because it went 20 mph
and was a thrilling experience. My group also went on Zeus which was strictly okay. Then we returned to our hotel. The next morning we went to Noah’s Ark, which
was a great water park. We spent all day there. I went on all the
rides apart from the Scorpion’s Tail. At night time we went to
watch a ski show which was good, then after that they had jugglers
and comedians. The comedy was a lot of fun, after which we went
straight to sleep after a day full of fun. The next morning was our
last day. John Butler said: “I cannot believe this is over.” The group
stayed till 11:30am then made its way back to camp, BRYAN BENNIS said: “That was a good trip”.

.

By JOSH HARRIS
For the competition with Camp Timberlane, I competed in archery and riflery. When we faced off with
the Timberlane campers, they were a little cocky but
we were still neat. We pulled through until the end.
That’s how we were able to defeat them in archery and riflery; patience and perseverance. Overall we beat Timberlane with a score of 9 to 3. I think our campers should be proud of themselves.

On this day, the 8th of July, the following events happened:
*1663 : Charles II of England grants John Clarke a Royal Charter to Rhode Island.
*1948: The United States Air Force accepts its first female recruits into a program called Women in the Air Force (WAF).
* 1853: Commodore Perry sails into Tokyo Bay, violating Japan’s isolationist policy.

Happy Birthday to STANLEY
MOODY who turned 23 today

Name: Stanley Moody
Age: 23
Activities: Riflery
Favorite movie: Wall E
Favorite musical artist: The Beatles
Favorite Mythical creature: The Hippogryff
Most likely to say: “Live each day like it’s your
last. You don’t know when your last day will be.”
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By THE EDITOR

The competition with Kawaga is over, we lost, but we definitely showed the Menominee spirit;
of good sportsmanship, participation and attitude. So I‟m sure every campers is bursting with
their Kawaga competition tales, so the for next couple of days, the Megaphone will publishing
your memories. Enjoy!
By

SAM HUNT

Yesterday as you all know, Menominee faced off against its rival camp Kawaga. I took part in
the 11 and under track and field event. During that time we were all amazed when GAVIN
BRAMWIT ran the 800 m. The surprising thing is that not only is he seven years old, but he
was wearing Crocs while running! At the first lap of the race, Gavin was in third place out of
seven runners. When Gavin finished his first lap we saw that one of his shoes had fallen off!
Then we were desperately trying to get his other shoe off to stop him from hopping for the
remainder of the race. Thankfully, he was running bare foot down the track in no time. By the
second lap Gavin was too tired to keep running. CHARLIE KANTER, MAX COHEN, JOSH
LANSKY and CHASE WEIMAN all said “Great job! That was amazing Gavin!” and then I added
“If I was your age I would never be able to do that”. After the event ended, Gavin went down
to watch hockey after a hard day‟s running. Thanks also to COLIN BESH and MAX SHAPIRO
for participating.

By MAX ENGEL & LEVI SCHULMAN
Menominee did not win many events against Kawaga for the 1st session competition but this event is what we dominated; 15-5. Going
into this event Menominee had already lost, but that didn‟t matter.
JOSH LANSKY and JAKE SHAPIRO kept their heads up anyways,
didn‟t lost faith and played a great game. DYLAN DEMAKOS said:
“That was the best kickball game I‟ve ever played”. BRETT WEISS
pitched a great game allowing only 5 runs. “ That was the most fun
kickball I‟ve ever took part of.” said CHARLIE KANTER. So, as you can see, Menominee may
have lost to Kawaga, but everyone in 11A Kickball had a lot of fun.

By DAVID MUNZER
After a delicious Sloppy Joe lunch, the men in green took
to the archery range. DANIEL GASSEL started it up for
the 16 unders with a 38 shot. When asked if he wanted to
keep his score he exclaimed “Oh yeah!”. COLE NEUMAN
and MILES BEAUSEIGNEUR both followed up with a 26. For the 11 and unders JAKE
SHAPIRO dominated his round by shooting a 34. JARRETT MIKKELSON shot a 30 which he
said was “awesome”. Today‟s Lucky Canteen Number is 108. At the end of the round, Kawaga
took both archeries with a final score of 160 to 233 for the 16 unders and 117 to 119 for the
11 unders.

By BRETT WEISS
The first event of the competition with Kawaga for the 11 and unders was football. The game
began and Menominee chose to receive. With the all-star CHARLIE KANTER as starting QB,
the Menominee 11B Football team had their hopes up. After three drives from Menominee, the
score was 21 to zero. Charlie threw three interceptions that were lucky catches. So after
that coach RICHARD NAGEL put in Little Jonah, aka myself, as quarter back and Charlie
Kanter moved to wide receiver. With the first play hand off to ETHAN WAGMAN for a couple of yards. Then another interception pass but Menominee got the turn over on 9th down.
Then I threw a shovel pass over to MAX ENGEL who ran for a 60 yard run and then the next
play Menominee scored. Then the score was 7-21. The next time Menominee had the ball, they
threw it to LEVI SCHULMAN in the end zone, then TOUCH DOWN! After that Kawaga got
the ball and knee and won the game. I personally think I gave it my all during the match.

By SAM HUNT

Happy Birthday to NICK
NOFTZ who turned 22 today!

Name: Josh „Gelmo‟ Gelman
Age: 17
Activities: Lifeguard, Riflery and Shuffleboard
Favorite movie: Refresh (Skiing film)
Favorite musical artist: Cradle of Filth
Favorite book: The Castle in the Attic
Favorite mythical creature: The Hodag (of course)
Words of wisdom: Be the change you wish to see in
the world.

By JONAH WEISS
Late in the day after swimming and tennis, the men in black put down their swim
trunks and tennis rackets, and put on their track shoes. After ALLEN „Usain Bolt‟
NAPADOV won the 50, with myself accomplishing the goal of not coming last, the
boys from the swamp had their energizer bunnies come in first and second in the
mile race with JEFF GOLDBERG finishing third. Props also goes out to MILES
BEAUSEIGNEUR for coming from behind in the 200 meter and winning the race
against one of Kawaga‟s fastest campers. ELI BERNICK said after the 800, “the
Kawaga runners were fancy, huh?” But in the end, the good guys did not come out
on top.
By ALEC BERGER
After a quick bite to eat, the seven Menominee
shooters hustled out to the Riflery Range to get their game on. At first, ANDY
SCHOFIELD was unsure whether to start CAMERON RUBIN or DANIEL
GASSEL first. However, out of the blue Cameron Rubin stepped up and volunteered to sit the first shot out. The shooting began with yours truly and JED
STONE for Team Menominee. Jed shot a personal high, 42, and was later heard
saying “I‟m a marksman baby! Sign me up for the army”. I initially shot poorly but
re-shot and scored a solid score of 30. In the next round a competitor from Kawaga received shell shock and was not able to finish his shooting. He scored a
nine and was very much upset. JEFF GOLDBERG also shot in that round, and he
was also very disappointed with his performance and was quoted saying “I haven‟t
shot that bad since I was in „Nam!”. Today‟s Lucky Canteen Number is 109. After
all the ups and downs in Riflery, Menominee came out victorious with a end result
of 176-124.
By JAKE GOODMAN
Name: Andrew Schofield
Age: 22
Hometown: Liverpool, England

Favorite book: Campingly Yours by Tom. C. Adler

Activities: Riflery, Fishing

Favorite Mythical creature: Steve Kanefsky

Favorite Movie: Shawshank Redemption

Words of Wisdom: “Yesterday is history,

Favorite musical artist: The Eagles

tomorrow is a mystery, live for today.”
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By MAX FOREMAN
During one of the best performances of the day, the Menominee Men
fought till the end. Eight men went into the game with the mindset
that they would never quit. With a final score of 6-5, this game was
one for the ages. Led by CAMERON RUBIN and his amazing skills,
which gave Menominee a four goal performance. SAM ENGEL did not
assist on the score board but he was a strong contributor on the defensive end. The game was
a physical brawl till the end and players like ALEC BERGER and DANIEL GASSEL were tested
constantly. The ending of the game was as dramatic as they come with a goal scored by Kawaga
with only four seconds left! A heartbreaking loss for the Menominee Men but their efforts did
not go to waste. With tension between the two camps throughout the game, our men stayed focused on the task at hand. If I had to say anything about the eight players on this day it is
that they were determined to win the Menominee way, with good attitude. Players that came
off the bench like AUSTIN MALLER also played a role as emotional leaders on and off the
rink. Well done Menominee Men for showing great sportsmanship throughout the competition.

By NATHAN FRIEFELD
Even though things did not go our way, the Menominee hockey team fought a
long determined battle. We had JOSH HARRIS and BRYAN BENNIS playing
some tremendous defense. JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN, who said: “We are not allowing a shutout!”, scored two goals. With those goals everyone kept cheering us
on even though the score was now 12-2 to Kawaga. I can remember that KEVIN
DANN and BRIAN SCHULZY told the whole team that they were proud of us
even though it was the first time some of us played. Great job everyone including our goalie ANDREW BLECHMAN.
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By IAN MILLER
The game started out with myself, CAMERON RUBIN, DANIEL GASSEL, ALEC
BERGER & SAM ENGEL on the concrete with MILES BEAUSEIGNEUR in the
net. After a quick goal by Cameron Rubin, Kawaga answered back. Once again,
Cameron scored another goal. It was a physical game for myself and the rest of
the team. After the first period the score was 2-1. Coach MAX FORMAN said
“What an explosive first period you guys have had but we still need to keep up
the momentum”. During the second period Miles Beauseigneur was standing on his
head like Annti Niemi, only letting in two goals. In that period Dan Gassel and
Cameron Rubin scored, ensuring the latter person a hat trick. The score after
the second period was 4-3 to Menominee. Before the start of the third period,
all the CITs hugged each other knowing it would be their last time playing hockey
together against Kawaga. The third period marked a surge in the intensity, especially when Kawaga held their own up. Once again, Cameron Rubin scored to take
the lead. With four minutes left, Kawaga scored making the scoreboard even at
5-5. With three minutes left in the game a tripping penalty was called. Putting
Menominee on a penalty kill. After Menominee killed the penalty with a mere 16
seconds left of the game, Kawaga scored. Menominee lost the game 6-5. After
the game STEVE KANEFSKY said “You boys should be proud of yourselves”. I
personally would like to say it has been an honor to play with you guys and I will
miss it dearly.
By JAKE FISHBEIN
It was Kawaga versus Menominee recently, and what a competition it was! TAYLOR BEAUSEIGNEUR, AARON KAMEL, JOSH HARRIS, FERNANDO
QUINTANAL, BRETT DAVIDSON and myself formed the 13B Menominee P.T.O

Kickball team. We took to the field in hope of scoring many runs. The game went
scoreless until Kawaga scored three runs. Even though the game’s final score
ended up in Kawaga’s favor 5-0, Taylor said “the game was a lot of fun”.
16 Under Tennis By TRENT BODIN
The senior tennis players came into the competition looking for a win. The team
was so pumped to play at the start, but only four courts could be filled. ALLEN
LEVITAS had an intense matchup with Kawaga’s number one singles player. Allen
came up short, but it was amazing to watch. New comers JED STONE and
MILES BEAUSEIGNEUR gave everything they had and
came up with a win for the team. Singles player ZACH
TAUB used his tennis skills to also come up with a win.
We had some tough losses with ROSIE and BLECHMAN
losing in a tie-breaker along with ENGEL and RIBOT. Our
tennis team may of not won, but we never gave up our
hope and determination.
16B Volleyball by TRENT BODIN
The 16B Volleyball game was an exciting matchup with Kawaga. My players were
pumped and eager to taste Kawaga’s blood. DAVID RIBOT started off the
matchup with some intense serves to give us an early lead. Our two big men,
ZACH TAUB and SAM ENGLE, gave us some big points when needed and great
blocks. Even though AUSTIN MALLER was our youngest player, he stepped on up
on plays adding some good support for the team. Even though the team came up
short score-wise, with a 19-25 loss, ALLEN LEVITAS, COLE NEUMAN, JOSH
ROSENBLAT and the others, stuck with it for every point. Great job guys.
By NATHAN FRIEFELD
Since basketball was cancelled, all
that was left was Ultimate Frisbee. Menominee was eager for the 6th win of the
day, and looked really great and motivated on the field. MILES BEAUSEIGNEUR
had some really great catches throughout the game. Also, JONAH WEISS made
some awesome touchdowns. By halftime, Menominee had a commanding lead 10-0.
When the game started again, Menominee had all the momentum. Just before the
game ended, JAKE FREED put all the CITs in to the game to finish it off. Menominee won overall in the competition, good job guys!
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By JED STONE
Yesterday during Camper Council , an incredible 16A Softball tryout occurred in which 13 players were chosen. Yesterday at 8.30am sharp, the squad departed for Manito-Wish Camp, which
was about45 minutes away. Upon arrival, ROBBIE “Nate 09” APPELBAUM was fearful we had
scheduled a game for the travelling team against girls. Alas, we saw their squad down yonder in
shorts, which as you know, is not proper attire. MILES BEAUSEIGNEUR could have sworn the
field was meant for toddlers, but when IAN MILLER took offense to the comedy, Miles apologized. The squad took to the field and practiced hitting and fielding. The Manito-Wish squad
were wide-mouthed and jaw dropped at our talent. They didn’t know this was a slow pitch game
but DAVID BLECHMAN straightened them out. The third up to bat was myself, JED “Jacked”
STONE, hit an automatic home run on the first pitch by hitting a
canoe on a fly. This set the tone for ALLEN LEVITAS to struggle
hitting. Soon enough we realized the game was not being taken seriously by the opposing team as our talent was too great. At the seventh inning stretch, DAVID RIBOT and ALEC BERGER almost
tackled the sausage racers on the field. CAMERON RUBIN came in
to pitch while ZACH “Tuberstein” TAUB made some great plays at
third. The game ended 21-1 after nine gripping innings, we were
greeted with refreshing ice pops and the voice of an angel. The ride
home was sweet with laughter and riddles. It looks like Kawaga better watch out for the second session. The Menominee Men are rolling in, shout out to DAN “Austrian” GASSEL for cleaning the CIT cabin. Thanks to those who
also joined us on this softball adventure, such as ALLEN NAPADOV, AUSTIN MALLER, JONAH WEISS, COLE NEUMAN and ADAM AINSCOUGH.
By MAX SHAPIRO
While we were competing against Kawaga, the very first event for the 11 and unders was 11A
football. Kawaga were very good, they got all of the touch downs. We got some touchdowns as
well. Both sides displayed excellent showmanship and spirit. Thanks to all my fellow team mates
for participating, such as JARRET MIKKELSON, JAKE SHAPIRO, R.J.MEYER and BRETT
WEISS.

By MAX FORMAN
During Menominee’s 11 under hockey game against Kawaga, a shocking turn
of events occurred. A floor hockey game took place and it was one for the
ages. An offensive attack led by JAKE SHAPIRO , who scored a goal, never
played hockey prior to the days events. With an emotional contribution,
LEVI SCHULMAN helped boost moral and maintain the teams determined
attitude. A couple of other hardworking players, such as JARRET MIKKELSON and ETHAN WAGMAN, fought through the tough physical conditions of the competition.
The one who endured the most pain in the 5-1 losing effort, was R.J.MEYER. The Menominee
goal tender stood on his head stopping almost every puck. Even though the Menominee Men lost
the game on the score board, their hard work paid off because they came out of the game with
a positive attitude.

By JASON MOTT
On Saturday, KOZ, JED STONE and BRYAN BENNIS had an early start to the day, travelling
to Rhinelander High School. Once there, they both played in a singles
match. Jed won and Bryan gracefully accepted the defeat. Then TRENT
BODIN, myself and the rest of the players arrived. The players participating were CAMERON RUBIN, ZACH TAUB, NOAH ROSENBLAT,
ALLEN LEVTIAS, JACK LAZAR and DAVID BLECHMAN. The majority
of the recently arrived, apart from Cameron and Jack, won their first
match. Noah ended up with his category and Brian lost for the consolation prize. Blechman came fourth and Levitas and Zach finished joint
first and second. I want to take this opportunity to thank STEVE for a
lovely McDonalds lunch, which was followed by a much deserved trip to Dairy Queen for the
players after the competition.
By Jake Goodman
Name: Jon Lorbach

Favorite musical artist: The Smiths

Age: 22

Favorite book: The Bible

Hometown: Milwaukee, WI

Favorite mythical creature: The Kraken

Favorite film: Indiana Jones The Last Crusade
Words of Wisdom: Trying is the first step towards complete happiness.
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By LEVI SCHULMAN

The 11B Neucomb game was great fun. On July 9th, Menominee took the court
right after the football match ended. After the first round of volleyball was
over, Menominee was down 13-3, but MAX SHAPIRO,
BRETT WEISS and JARRET MIKKELSON made a
great comeback. COLE WERTLIEB said “That game
was amazing!”, MAX COHEN added “The game was a
lot of fun” . During the 2nd game, Kawaga also made a
startling comeback and doing so, won. The deciding
game also went in Kawaga‟s favor. Menominee may have
lost the game, but we sure all had fun.
By BRYAN BENNIS
After waiting a long time for tennis to end,
the 13 and under kickball teams headed for the kickball fields. When everyone
was set, we started the game. The Kawaga coach came over to us and said it was
going to be the pitchers hand. This ruined our whole strategy. However, we
showed true Menominee spirit by adapting to the change of the game plan and
dealt with the problem. ELLIOT REIBMAN was our pitcher and pitched amazingly. ALEXANDER GRAYSON was in right field position and many of Kawaga‟s
balls were kicked to him and he fielded them very well and got them back to the
pitcher. ANDREW BLECHMAN said “Let‟s got guys, we can score more runs!” After this remark, ADAM SLUTSKY hit in two runs off a double. The final score of
the game was Kawaga:17 and Menominee:3, after a four inning game. Alexander
Grayson said after the game, “That was the shortest kickball game I have ever
played, but it sure was fun”. Even though we lost, we never gave up and kept our
heads high. I think everyone who was involved in the competition should be proud
of the great sportsmanship they displayed.

By ALLEN LEVITAS
On Wednesday, the Menominee Men packed into their vehicles and headed off
towards to Camp Agawak for a luau. After a 45 minute drive we arrived at Kawaga‟s sister camp. The Senior Cabin was
dressed appropriately with cool Hawaiian
shirts. ELI BERNICK was heard saying
“I‟m fancy, ha?”. The CITs were also ready
with half of them wearing their Wolfpack
shirts, Once we hit Agawak‟s impressive
dance hall, the Menominee Men were
amused by the incredible dancing of the
Agawak girls. JACK LAZAR was seen with
drool coming out of his mouth. The music was pumping around the hall, and it was
clear that everyone was having a great time. Agawak extended their warm hospitality by having counselors serve popcorn and slush drinks for the duration of the
social, to those who wanted one. All in all, the social was a lot of fun. Big thanks
to BOOM entertainment for the music and STEVE and BARI KANEFSKY for organizing such a great social.
By JAKE
GOODMAN
Name: Sam „Laze‟ Lazar
Words of Wisdom: Life is about taking
risks
Age: 17
Hometown: Deerfield, IL
Favorite movie: Goodfellas
Favorite musical artist: Pink Floyd
Views on women: They give me a reason
to live
Words of Wisdom: Life is about taking
risks

By RICHARD PILLINGER
The weather was hot down by Sand
Lake but it didn‟t stop Menominee‟s 11C
Neucomb team from striving for victory. We all worked hard as a team,
SAM HUNT and ZACHARY
SCHWARTZ were particularly hard
keeping the team spirit high! MAX
WEINGARDT also helped out with
cheering the „Go Menominee Beat Kawaga‟ chant. Although we eventually lost
the game, we still had an excellent time.
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Thursday July 15th 2010
By LEVI SCHULMAN

The 11B Neucomb game was great fun. On July 9th, Menominee took the court
right after the football match ended. After the first round of volleyball was
over, Menominee was down 13-3, but MAX SHAPIRO,
BRETT WEISS and JARRET MIKKELSON made a
great comeback. COLE WERTLIEB said “That game
was amazing!”, MAX COHEN added “The game was a
lot of fun” . During the 2nd game, Kawaga also made a
startling comeback and doing so, won. The deciding
game also went in Kawaga‟s favor. Menominee may have
lost the game, but we sure all had fun.
By BRYAN BENNIS
After waiting a long time for tennis to end,
the 13 and under kickball teams headed for the kickball fields. When everyone
was set, we started the game. The Kawaga coach came over to us and said it was
going to be the pitchers hand. This ruined our whole strategy. However, we
showed true Menominee spirit by adapting to the change of the game plan and
dealt with the problem. ELLIOT REIBMAN was our pitcher and pitched amazingly. ALEXANDER GRAYSON was in right field position and many of Kawaga‟s
balls were kicked to him and he fielded them very well and got them back to the
pitcher. ANDREW BLECHMAN said “Let‟s got guys, we can score more runs!” After this remark, ADAM SLUTSKY hit in two runs off a double. The final score of
the game was Kawaga:17 and Menominee:3, after a four inning game. Alexander
Grayson said after the game, “That was the shortest kickball game I have ever
played, but it sure was fun”. Even though we lost, we never gave up and kept our
heads high. I think everyone who was involved in the competition should be proud
of the great sportsmanship they displayed.

By ALLEN LEVITAS
On Wednesday, the Menominee Men packed into their vehicles and headed off
towards to Camp Agawak for a luau. After a 45 minute drive we arrived at Kawaga‟s sister camp. The Senior Cabin was
dressed appropriately with cool Hawaiian
shirts. ELI BERNICK was heard saying
“I‟m fancy, ha?”. The CITs were also ready
with half of them wearing their Wolfpack
shirts, once we hit Agawak‟s impressive
dance hall, the Menominee Men were
amused by the incredible dancing of the
Agawak girls. JACK LAZAR was seen with
drool coming out of his mouth. The music was pumping around the hall, and it was
clear that everyone was having a great time. Agawak extended their warm hospitality by having counselors serve popcorn and slush drinks for the duration of the
social, to those who wanted one. All in all, the social was a lot of fun. Big thanks
to BOOM entertainment for the music and STEVE and BARI KANEFSKY for organizing such a great social.
By JAKE
GOODMAN
Name: Sam „Laze‟ Lazar
Words of Wisdom: Life is about taking
risks
Age: 17
Hometown: Deerfield, IL
Favorite movie: Goodfellas
Favorite musical artist: Pink Floyd
Views on women: They give me a reason
to live
Words of Wisdom: Life is about taking
risks

By RICHARD PILLINGER
The weather was hot down by Sand
Lake but it didn‟t stop Menominee‟s 11C
Neucomb team from striving for victory. We all worked hard as a team,
SAM HUNT and ZACHARY
SCHWARTZ were particularly hard
keeping the team spirit high! MAX
WEINGARDT also helped out with
cheering the „Go Menominee Beat Kawaga‟ chant. Although we eventually lost
the game, we still had an excellent time.
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By THE EDITOR
The second session of the camping season has officially begun, so let us reflect on the amazing
first session we had. Here at Camp Menominee we had competitions with Kawaga and Timberland, and we also had socials with Chippewa, Marimeta and Agawak. The great tradition of British and American returned, along
with new traditions such as the Key Log Ceremony. A great new
addition courtesy of the new Program Director BILLY HEISLER.
Everyone enjoyed a brilliant trip
during the first session, such as canoeing, the Wisconsin Dells, Mall of
America and Copper Falls State
Park. One of the newest additions
to the second session here at Menominee comes in the form of
counselor JAKE MOHR, who strengthens an already strong team
of staff. All in all, the first session was awesome but let’s match
it with an equally brilliant second session!

By JACOB BERLINGER
Name: Corrina Morris

Biggest regret: Not taking a Nanny job earlier

Age: 21

Words of Wisdom: “I’m no model lady. A model is

Activities: Being Eva’s Nanny

just an imitation of the real thing.” (Mae West)

Hometown: Indianapolis, Indiana
Favorite movie: Amelie
Favorite musical artist: Peet Yorn
Favorite mythical creature: Mermaid
Wackiest moment: Dressing up as a Freudian slip for Halloween

By the EDITOR & JACOB BERLINGER
All campers arrived yesterday to an orchestra of claps and
cheers as they made their way off the coach and into
Wasserman Hall to hear their cabin assignments. Campers then
entered a rotation system of completing health checks, choosing their activities for Final Four and signing up in the competitive leagues. The names for the activity rounds are as follows:
Duke, Butler, West Virginia and Michigan State. The leagues
are named as follows: Bear, Buffalo, Jayhawk, Longhorn and Tiger. All campers returned to
Wasserman, fully prepared with all their candy, and then STEVE KANESFSKY allowed them
seven minutes to devour it all. Today’s lucky canteen number is 15. ISAAC KLEIN, of Cabin
Three, said: “I liked the party, and loved the candy”. Cabin Eight’s JAKE ADDIS said: “The
Candy Party was awesome, a lot of kids ate my candy so I ate theirs.” The Candy Party is extremely fun, but it does has an important purpose. It keeps the cabin’s clean, which in turn, repels any creepy crawlies or rodents. So campers, if you have ANY candy left in your cabin, it’s
not too late to hand it over to your counselors A clean cabin is a happy cabin.

Campers it’s really important to remember to keep hydrated this summer. Always have your water bottle handy.
Also, the scorching heat of the North
Woods will do damage to your skin if
you don’t keep yourself protected with
sun lotion. So campers, regular sun lotion applying is absolutely vital.

To all
staff who helped with the
clean up operation of the camp, in
preparation for the second session.
From counselors to kitchen staff, from
support staff to the administration, you
should all keep give yourself a much deserved pat on the back for your efforts.

On this day, July 19th, the following events happened:
*1553: Lady Jane Grey is replaced by Mary I of England as Queen
after only nine days of reign
*1692: Salem Witch Trials cause five women to be hanged for witchcraft in Salem, Massachusetts
1870: Franco-Prussian war, France declares war on Prussia

By the EDITOR

Happy Birthday to

Last night saw the opening of the Canteen for the secDANIEL SAGERMAN
ond session. All campers waited with baited breath as
the head of Canteen, JAKE FREED, explained the rules who turned 15 today!
and regulations of the candy extravaganza. Today‟s
Lucky Canteen number is 87. It‟s great for campers to
have an opportunity to grab a soda or candy in the evening, however, if trash starts to become an issue,
Freed will have no choice but to close Canteen. So
campers, enjoy your candy, but also remember to dispose of trash correctly.

By COLE NEUMAN
We were down in the competition against camp Kawaga when
kickball rolled around. The 16 and Under athletes knew this
game was where we needed to shine. The game started with
the boys of Menominee, who had some great catchers such
as JOSH ROSENBLAT, JACK LAZAR, DAVID RIBOT and
ALLEN LEVITAS. Then it was our time to kick. Very strong kicks came from ELI
BERNICK, JEFF GOLDBERG and yours truly. By the end of the day we ended
with a much deserved victory over Kawaga with a score of 28 to 8.
By ANDREW BLECHMAN
Name: David „Miz‟ Mizock

16th Birthday present: $20 & I.O.U from

Age: 17

my friends

Years at camp: Seven
Favorite movie: Transformers

Words of Wisdom: Live each day like it‟s your
last

Favorite musical artist: Linkin Park
Coolest sporting event: 2005 World Series game four
Favorite mythical creature: Bobby Stone
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Tuesday 20th July 2010

ROSENBLAT

“Here we go Menominee, here we go….” Second session Song and Cheer night was
a blast. Even though this is a boys camp, we still love to sing and cheer. The first
full day of camp is usually a pretty relaxed day and this camp needed an energy
boost! The Senior Cabin did a great job of leading the camp to a ton of exciting
cheers. For one of the cheers the whole camp just stormed into the middle of
Wasserman Hall. Just think about that, 150 kids pushing and jumping around in
one big circle. It was the biggest, most awesome mosh pit I have ever been in! My
shoe even fell off. NOAH RAVEN said that it was the craziest thing ever. I
thought the MUCs (Most Valuable Cheerers) of the night were ALLEN LEVITAS, JONAH WEISS, DAVID BLECHMAN and JOSH ROSENBLAT. However, every camper did a good job during Song and Cheer night, and it was a great
start to the session.

By HARRIS

CHODASH

It‟s that time, it‟s Camp Menominee second session twilight league! That‟s right,
twilight league has officially started and there has already been a lot of hype.
JONAH WEISS in the Reiner vs Neuman game made an amazing sliding catch to
get the out for his team. This session should be very exciting with the race for
the title in the Junior, Intermediate and Senior leagues. NOAH ROSENBLAT
said “Yeah, I‟m pretty excited to start the season‟”. ANDREW MEHRHOLZ commented on the start of Twilight League
by saying “I felt so excited when I was
chosen as captain, it‟s going to be
great this summer!”. Get ready for
more Twilight League action campers.
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By JACOB BERLINGER
Tuesday evening saw Camp Menominee host the best castle making competition ever! However, it wasn‟t real castles with Kings
and Queens in, it was the castle of the sandy variety. When the
competition was announced everybody thought it was nice surprise. Cabins had to face each other, competing by who can make
the most impressive sand castle. Cabins had 30 minutes to build their castle. Every cabin‟s castle was different, Cabin 14 decided to just bury TYLER FLANZER. Some cabin‟s castles had
moats with real water surrounding it. KOBY STERN thought the contest was „sand-tastic‟ and
ISAAC KLEIN said he loved each cabin‟s different castles. JUSTIN OLSON said that the
competition was „messy‟. The winner of the Junior Division was Cabin Six, the Intermediate Division winner was Cabin 13 and last but not least, the Senior Division winner was Cabin 17. The
sand castle building competition was a success and I could tell everybody had a great time.

By THE EDITOR & JACOB BERLINGER
Camp Menominee is held dear in many people‟s hearts across the United States, and all over
the world for that matter, why else would so many campers keep returning to the Friendly Confines every summer. Today‟s Lucky Canteen number is 51. So as it‟s a established fact that Menominee is a much loved camp, I set out with JACOB BERLINGER to find out exactly why this
is. We posed the simple question “What does Menominee mean to you?” to an assortment of
campers and counselors, and here follows the responses we got:
DAVID MUNZER: “It means a family atmosphere
where everybody respects each other”
RYAN BLUM: “A place where friends get to spend
quality time together”
ISAAC KLEIN: “ Menominee simply means fun”

JONATHAN LISS: “It means the whole summer to me. I look forward to coming here all year
long”
RICHARD NAGLE: “It means a place of unity which has
enough good traits to make me return all the way from
England”
ETHAN CANTOR: “Being with your friends, a great fun
place”
JOSH GELMAN: “It means F cubed, family, fun and
friends”
RYAN MILLER: “A second home to me”
DAVID MIZOCK: “Giving it your all in the face of adversity”
CHARLIE PRICE: “Having fun with all my amazing friends and the fun activities”
ANDY SCHOFFIELD: “A great place with many great people. A home from home”
TOM FEDDERLY: “It means tradition. The name „Menominee‟ means a lot to people who know
what the camp is all about”

On this day, the 21st of July, the following events happened:
365 AD: A tsunami devastates the city of Alexandria, Egypt,
killing 5,000 people. 45,000 people perished around the area
outside the city.
1865: In the market square of Springfield, Missouri, Wild
Bill Hickok shoots and kills David Tutt in what is regarded as
the first Western showdown.
1969: Astronauts Neil Armstrong and Edwin „Buzz‟ Aldrin became the first men to walk on the Moon, during the Apollo 11
mission.

Name: Jason Mott
Age: 23
Activities: Soccer & Tennis
Hometown: Liss, Hampshire, England
Favorite film: The Matrix
Favorite book: The Hobbit
Favorite mythical creature: Leprechaun

Words of Wisdom: “What‟s the point of
living if you don‟t feel alive?”
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By JACOB BERLINGER
Did you hear about the debate? If you didn’t, don’t
worry, you haven’t missed another Presidential debate.
It was between BILLY HEISLER and KOBY STERN.
The Seniors divided everyone into Billy’s or Koby’s team.
In each cabin, two campers represent Koby or Billy.
Whoever wins, the person representing said candidates,
get to swap their daily routine with their cabin counselor. The debate was really funny; KEVIN DANN asked
if either candidate would offer ice-cream on wheat
bread and lettuce, or whether the camp would hire
someone with a New York accent to serve and ask for hotdogs. So to conclude;
make the right decision when it comes to voting campers!

By JACOB BERLINGER

Name: Denise Balboa
Hometown: Greenville, Wisconsin
Duties: Camp Nurse, administering mediation, handing out ice and Calamine lotion
and scoring the cabins for Cabin Cleanup (which I love doing).
Favorite movie: Mary Poppins
Favorite mythical creature: Mermaid
Favorite musical artist: I love country music, but I don’t have a favorite
Biggest regret: Not coming to a summer camp myself when I was a child
Words of Wisdom: Play hard, rest hard.

By the EDITOR
Wednesday evening saw Camp Menominee stage it’s own
spelling bee competition in Wasserman Hall. Campers
had to determine who was the best speller and nominate them to represent their cabin in the contest.
When the event came around, the two organizers,
COREY PASCAL and MAX FORMAN, summoned the
Junior division competitors. JAKE SHAPIRO was the
eventual winner. It was then time for the Intermediates to hit the spelling bee stage. It boiled down between BRETT DAVIDSON and RYAN BLUM. After an intense
showdown, Brett emerged victorious. The Seniors stepped up,
and MICHAEL MALIS was the first casualty after being asked
how to spell ‘environment’. SAM ENGEL also suffered the same
fate as he was asked to spell the notoriously difficult word
‘congratulations’. Sam somehow managed to imagine a ‘d’ in it
and was eliminated. NOAH ROSENBLAT proved victorious in
the Senior age division. Tonight’s Lucky Canteen Number is 130.
Then there was three winners left, one from each division. Pascal and Forman asked the three victors to face off in the final
spelling bee showdown. Mister Brett Davidson was the overall winner, the camp’s
master speller. Many thanks for the contestants for taking part and to Max and
Corey who went to great lengths to put on a great evening activity.

On this day, the 23rd of July, the following events happened:
1903: The Ford Motor Company sells its first car.
1929: The fascist government in Italy bans the use of
foreign words.
1962: Telstar relays the first publicly transmitted, live
trans-Atlantic television program, featuring Walter
Cronkite.
World War 2 operation edelweiss begins.
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By the EDITOR
Tonight Menominee is staging a social with Camp Birch
Knoll, and I doubt it‟ll be anything less than fantastic.
I‟m also positive that the Menominee Men will be nothing
but courteous to the girls from Birch Knoll and show
them how this camp conducts amazing socials!
By the EDITOR
Today, the Camper-Counsel switch took place and everyone enjoyed their new
found roles at camp. NAT ROSEN swapped his camp position with JOSH
LANSKY, so Josh had to don plastic gloves and serve food to his fellow Menominee brethren all day. RODRIGO LOPEZ switched with JAKE FREED and had the
responsibility of the Men on Line captain, a role he enjoyed and took advantage
of. He triple dipped during lunch! CHRIS COURTS seemingly relished in his new
role as camper as he mind-mushed ELLIOT RIEBMANN with repetitive questioning and general annoyingness. Overall, everyone appeared to really enjoy today‟s
switching antics as well as the Beach Party with took place at the waterfront.

Name: Juan Alfonso Roque Mendez
Age: 28
Hometown: Pachuca, Hgo, Mexico
Favorite film: The Butterfly Effect
Favorite musical artist: Korn
Acitvities: Maintenance staff
Favorite mythical creature: Dragon
Words of Wisdom: “No matter how hard you fall down, it‟s how hard you pick
yourself up and meet your goals that counts.”

By ALLEN LEVITAS
Guessing the correct number from 1—9 gave me the privilege of writing the article about the Minneapolis trip. So much to write about, from a time span of 3
days. We all got into the van at ten in the morning including DANIEL GASSEL’s
lockbox. On the ride up, IAN MILLER was looking more pale than he usually is
but denying that he was feeling sick. After five hours we had arrived at the
beautiful American Inn. We all settled into our rooms with yours truly, ALLEN
NAPADOV, CAMERON RUBIN, JED STONE and MILES BEAUSEIGNEUR,
taking the pseudonym „AC JAM‟; the Youth National Triathlon Team. After relaxing at the hotel for a little, we started to leave
for the Twins game with Daniel „Garmin‟ Gassel
leading the way with directions. We arrived at
the game and sat ourselves in the nose bleeds.
STEVE KANEFSKY made sure that he brought
tissues up to the seats. Half of the crew decided to walk around the new stadium and while
we were walking we spotted a plethora of 10s
and 9s. More of this tale coming in tomorrow‟s
Megaphone.

We have a double birthday
On this day, the 24th of July, the following events today at Camp Menominee.
happened:
Happy Birthday to both
1567: Mary ,Queen of Scots, is forced to abdi- NOAH GILDER and BOND
cate and is replaced by her one year old son
BELFER. Have a great day
James VI
guys!
1915: The passenger liner SS Eastland capsizes
in central Chicago, with a loss of 845 lives.
2001: Simeon Saxe-Coburg-Gotha , the last Tsar
of Bulgaria when he was a child, is sworn in as
Prime Minister of Bulgaria, becoming the first
monarch in history to regain political power
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By the EDITOR

It‟s competition time with Camp Timberlane
today at Menominee, and I‟m sure that‟ll we display good sportsmanship on and off the field.
Menominee has a great record of being civil with rival camps during competitions, and it‟s up to
you campers and counselors to uphold this reputation. The competition‟s age division is going to
split with 12 and Under and 13 and Over. Event wise this is how the contest is going to take
shape; we‟re going to compete in Tennis, Baseball, Soccer, Archery, Ultimate Frisbee,
Basketball and Riflery. Remember campers; make the competition flow easier and show true
professionalism by turning up at each event on time and wearing the correct attire. Today‟s
Lucky Canteen Number is 12. It also makes your coaches‟ life a lot easier. I‟m sure that the
Menominee Men will be convey the right attitude and good sportsmanship throughout the competition and respect our visitors from Camp Timberlane. Good luck Menominee!
By the EDITOR
When BILLY HEISLER announced to everybody yesterday in
the Mess Hall that Camp Menominee would stage a creepy, not
scary, and fun fancy dress during the evening, everyone was
psyched. Not only did this sound extremely fun, but Menominee
had not ran such evening group activity before. Once evening
struck, Wasserman Hall had transformed into a Haunted Mansion, available for those campers brave enough to walk through.
ISAAC KLEIN, of Cabin Three, said “The Haunted Mansion was
awesome! It was spooky and really fun!” MAX KOGEN, also of
Cabin Three, said “I was so excited to walk through the Haunted
Mansion, It was so cool!” Campers were encouraged to don fancy
dress for this extra-special camp occasion. MAX SHAPIRO took this fashion requirement seriously, spiking his hair up for the extreme look. DAVID MUNZER experienced severe candy
craving, and, as is natural for him, transformed into the Green Man. Amongst other activities,
candy was planted in various locations across the camp, and it was up to campers to search for
these goodies. Once a location had been discovered for candy, campers had to ask „trick or
treat‟ and wait for their reward...or not! Overall, the night was a complete success and it appeared all campers really enjoyed themselves. A big thank you to all those who organized this

By ALLEN LEVITAS
We needed to make a move. After taking a lap around the entire field trying to keep up with
the girls, CAMERON RUBIN started the conversation with the ladies. All of us were pretty
nervous, but we were able to keep our cool as we ended up getting a picture with the women.
We even became friends with them on Facebook after JED STONE wooed them with his Judo
skills. Although the Twins lost , everybody said they had a
good time, including IAN MILLER who slept through some
of the game. We went back to hotel with no intention of going to bed. ZACH TAUB and Ian Miller decided to stay at
the hotel as the rest of us walked around to see what goes
on in Minneapolis. As we continued to walk, we realized that
there was nothing to do around us. We all sat down as JOEY
ZINSKY demonstrated his story telling skills. After the
stories, we went back to the hotel and went to bed in
preparation for the next day, packed with fun-filled events.
We all woke up and everyone was ready to go to Valley Fair.
The greatest amusement park…..in Minnesota. We were having a great time until we were an hour in and had already
rode all of the rides that were at the park. We decided to
sit around as yours truly, ALLEN NAPADOV and MILES BEAUSEIGNEUR decided to juggle a
basketball and as Miles was going for a header, his glasses broke! STEVE picked us up early
and we went back to the hotel to get ready for the grand daddy of them all; the Mall of America. We all decided to change to look nice and everyone quickly got ready except for Miles
Beauseigneur, who needed to look perfect for all the of ladies at the mall. Miles was heard saying, “It‟s hard to get ready when someone puts coffee into the shower!” Once Miles finally finished we went to the mall with the
first store to go to being the Oxygen Bar. The Oxygen Bar was a
place where you would sit in a masName: Nick Noftz
sage chair for fifteen minutes
Age: 22
while breathing fresh, scented oxyHometown: Greeley, Colorado
gen. Then you would move to a different area where you would have
Activities: Ski Instructor & snoodling around
more oxygen, drink a 6-hour PowerFavorite television show: Scrubs
ade, and get your head, shoulders
Favorite book: Friday Night Lights
and back given a massage. This tale
Favorite musical artist: Freddy Mercury
continues in tomorrow‟s Megaphone.
Words of Wisdom: “Steady Now...Be Brave….Don‟t Cry!”

By ALLEN LEVITAS
All of us sampled the Oxygen Bar except for ZACH TAUB, who spent the time buying moccasins which made no sense since yours truly and IAN MILLER had time after to buy the same
exact pair. JOEY ZINSKY was heard saying, “Uh huh huh huh huh huh” while he was in the
massage chair. Everyone felt revitalized including MILES BEAUSEIGNEUR, JED STONE and
yours truly who sprayed body spray on our faces. After
the Oxygen Bar, we decided to go to Champs. We spent
a long time in there, looking at all of the sweet gear that
they had. Many of us bought items from the store as we
left to go to Foot Locker. At Foot Locker, we gazed at
shoes, though Joey Zinsky being the only one who
bought a pair. After that we decided to go back to
Champs where we purchased even more gear. Champs
ended up being everyone‟s favorite store, as we would go
to the two Champs stores a total of five times. With an
additional trip to the Champs store that only sold hats.
As we were walking around the mall, we spotted a kiosk that sold sunglasses. Everyone bought a
pair including yours truly, who bought the worst pair out of everyone. On a scale of one to ten,
Jed Stone rated mine a two. For dinner we decided to eat at Hooters, where everyone ordered
the all-you–can-eat wing meal. Ian Miller ate a total of 30 wings in a time span of seven minutes
and twenty-four seconds. After downing the wings, Ian Miller was given a surprise when all of
the waitresses came to our table. They made Ian place two cups in his mouth to make it look
like a beak, and menus in both of his hands so he could flap up and down. Today‟s Lucky Canteen
Number is 138. It made him look like a fool, but he got a
hug out of it in the end. After dinner we decided to go and
see the new movie Inception. All of us tried out the new Dbox seat which actually moved and vibrated with the actions of the movie. When everyone walked out of the cinema, our brains were scrambled. Everyone thought differently of Miles Beauseigneur‟s obsessions with the actor
Leonardo Di Caprio. Joey Zinksy even questioned whether
he was in reality or if he was dreaming. The great movie
ended and a great day in Minneapolis, as we crashed soon
after we went back to the hotel. I was able to peacefully
fall asleep to the roasts of Pamela Anderson and Flavor
Flav. The next day we were given a second opportunity to go
to the mall. We decided to walk in and out of Metropark and Ruma because it was too
„Eurostrash‟ for the American members of the group. The finale of this epic tale will be in tomorrow‟s Megaphone.
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By the EDITOR
This morning at Camp Menominee, all campers and counselors were called into Wasserman Hall
immediately after flag raising. Everyone chanted an assortment of „Beat Kawaga‟ chants which
helped get everyone in the right frame of mind: competitive mode. COREY PASCAL announced
what most campers and staff having been waiting for feverishly for months: the start of the
Beat Kawaga practice sessions! We‟re competing against Camp Kawaga in a variety of sports;
Basketball, Ultimate Frisbee, Soccer, Softball and Wrestling. So, campers, make your
coaches‟ lives easier by turning up to practices on time and in the correct attire. COME ON
MENOMINEE, BEAT KAWAGA!
BY DAVID HOLMES
On a sweltering day the Menominee Junior soccer team, headed by internationally recognized coach NAT ROSEN, took to
the field in a mouth watering encounter with Camp Timberlane. With a strong field of players,
the Menominee Men took their time to find their feet, though the deadlock was broken with
some patient build up play from JAKE SHAPIRO and RODRIGO LOPEZ.
This led to a flurry of goals up to the half-time interval, with the score
3-0 at the break. The second half started promisingly with great attacking moves involving SAM PASSANISI, JARED LEVINE and
ROBERT FURMAN. As more goals continued to come quickly courtesy of
DIEGO YANEZ, the score started to mount. It would have been higher
if HARRIS LIVINGSTON’s effort hadn‟t rattled the post. The final
score being 7-0 to Menominee in a well contested battled, played with
sportsmanship and a professional attitude from all players.

Name: David Holmes

Favorite movie: Layer Cake

Age: 21

Favorite mythical creature: The Tooth Fairy

Hometown: Northampton, England

Favorite musical artist: Bloc Party

Activities: Soccer and waterfront

Words of Wisdom: “Go hard or go home”
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By RICHARD WILSON
On a hot day in the beautiful setting of Camp Timberlane, the team of ten young Spartans
from Menominee took battle on the tennis court against the home competitors. Due to unforeseen circumstances, WILEY SHAPIRO, NOAH ROSENBLAT and ALLEN LEVTIAS were unable to contribute in the fight against the honorable Timberlane Vikings. The lads who did play
did Menominee proud. JOSHUA ROSENBLAT and JACK LAZAR were the first victors, afterwards, the comfortable victor commented that it was his, “happiest day since the Greeks took
the city of Troy.” Things then took a turn for the worse when the valiant partnerships of
JEFF GOLDBERG and JED STONE, as well as COREY REINER and COLE NEUMAN, both fell
at the final hurdle. However, when it looked like all hope was lost, JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN, in
a last man standing heroic contest, won his single match to tie the score to two-two. Justin
reveled in his victory and said it was his proudest moment, “since Neil Armstrong landed on the
moon in 1969.”

By ANDREW BLECHMAN
On Monday, the Menominee Men took the court against Camp Timberlane. Menominee started
off strong with a few quick baskets from NOAH RAVEN and JACOB DAITCH, but Timberlane responded with a few quick baskets of their own with the score volleying back and forth.
The half ended with Timberlane at 26 and Menominee on 25. During half time, MATT CHAPMAN said: “We can still win this.” This pumped up the Menominee squad, and we were ready
for the second half. The second half, much like the first half, kept going back and forth until
Timberlane pulled away with 4 minutes to go. Coach DAVID MEYERS put the starting five back
in, in an effort to win. JARED LOIBEN seemed like a rebound machine grabbing almost every
rebound in sight, and Noah Raven tied the game up with a clutch jump shot. Then, Timberlane‟s
star player made a three to give them a three-point lead, but Menominee wouldn‟t quit. With
thirty seconds to go, Noah Raven dribbled down the court. Menominee kept passing it around
until Noah passed to yours truly, and I swished a three at the buzzer to send it into overtime.
In overtime, the Menominee men came up short with a score of 41-40. ANDREW MEHRHOLZ
said: “That was the craziest game ever!”

By ALLEN LEVITAS

The main thing that was on our minds was what present to get for STEVE and BARI. We
were walking around trying to look for a present to get, when we walked in front of the
Build-A-Bear-Workshop. We were making our bear and when it was time to place the
hearts into the bear, the staff made us rub the hearts on our stomach so it didn‟t get hungry, our forehead so it would be smart, our elbow to give it giggles, as well as other various
body parts. A different lady was in the shop and came up to us. JED STONE didn‟t even
have to woo her with his Judo skills. The conversation was short as she was rated a „two‟.
We decided to name the bear Billy, after our great activity administrator. After we made
the bear, we decided to go into Pac Sun where we were given training on how to fold shirts.
Jed Stone used the skills he learned on actual customers, but the customers had no response for Jed „staff in-training‟ Stone. We decided
to quit and head out to come back to the Friendly
Confines. Thanks to everyone who made this trip so
special including: the Twins girls, Champs, the Pac
Sun staff, the sunglasses kiosk, Dominos Pizza, Jon
from Build-A-Bear-Workshop, Robin from Hooters,
the Oxygen Bar, Leonardo Di Caprio, the D-box
seats and last but not least, Steve and Bari. Today‟s
Lucky Canteen number is 1. Thanks to everyone for
making this trip the best I‟ve ever been on.

Happy Birthday to IAN
MILLER, who turned 17
on the 27th. Hope you
had a good one!

On this day, the 29th of July, the following events happened at Camp
Menominee:
1970: Cabin One left for a trip to Mt Rushmore. They checked
into a motel in Minneapolis, watched a Twins-Orioles game, then
travelled to Rapid City and Mt. Rushmore. To finish off the trip,
they ventured through the Black Hills of South Dakota, to the
town of Deadwood, where Wild Bill Hickok was murdered.
1985: 11 & Under archers and marksmen defeated their opponents
at Camp Kawaga. Also, Menominee beat Camp Deerhorn at soccer,
with the winning goal by Willie Zimberoff
2004: Brandon Deer‟s Nature Breakers turned up the heat and
defeated Ross Feldgreber‟s team 13-8 at softball.
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By DAVID BLECHMAN
One early Friday morning in the town of Minocqua, the men in black took to the pitch against
the kids from the swamp. The game started in a great way when team captain, yours truly, won
the coin flip and elected the kick off. After stellar performances by ERIC SLUTSKY and
COLE NEUMAN, Camp Menominee kept Camp Kawaga scoreless through the 20 minutes of the
first half. Forward SAM „I‟m not bad‟ ENGEL created many
scoring opportunities off corner balls. In the second half, fatigue started to set in for the men in black, due to a 12-man
rotation. Kawaga scored five goals within the next twenty minutes despite great goal-tending from JONAH „shirtless‟
WEISS. Late into the second half, Sam Engel was able to
squeeze out a goal by accidently kneeing the Kawaga goalie in
the face. In the end, Menominee lost five to one.

Happy Birthday to ANDREW
‘The game of a lifetime’ By ANDREW MEHRHOLZ
BLECHMAN who turned
thirteen today. Hope you
The softball game with Camp Timberlane might have been the
have a good one!
most intense ever! Even though it was not a long game, lasting
only two innings, it was still really competitive. MATTHEW
HORVITZ was heard saying, “this is the greatest game ever!”
Team Menominee had some great hits by BRANDON
PTASZNIK, CHARLIE PRICE, MAX PTASZNIK, and last but
not least, MAX ZLATNIKOV. After the game ended in Timberlane‟s favor, nine to four, everyone on Menominee displayed a tumultuous cheer. I think everyone on the 12 and under softball
team played their hearts out and displayed real determination,
and should give themselves a hearty pat on the back.

By the Editor
After flag raising this morning, STEVE called for everyone to make their way into Wasserman
Hall. He congratulated all campers and staff for the amazing sportsmanship, determination and
attitude they displayed during the last week in which two camp competitions took place. Steve
then turned to the mysterious boxes on the floor, and unveiled dapper Menominee clothing; a
cap for campers and counselors who have been here for two summers and a jersey for those
who have travelled to the Friendly Confines thrice for the summer. Today‟s Lucky Canteen
Number is 63. Steve then chose two henchmen, DAVID MEYER and DAVID MUNZER, to
hand out the honorable gear to those deserving.

By JAKE SHAPIRO
As our competition was well and truly underway with Camp Kawaga, the 11 and under A Ultimate
Frisbee team took to the field. The A team entered the game with confidence and pride. As
luck would have it, Menominee would start with the Frisbee. The game started with the handlers, yours truly and BRETT BORRE, using a combination of short passes. The drive ended
with yours truly bombing the Frisbee to BRANDON PTASZNIK, who caught the disc using the
trusty alligator chomp. After a great pull from JOSH LANSKY, our defense came together. As
we slowly regained the Frisbee, we soared on with a great throw
from ETHAN CANTOR to COLIN WERHANE. With great coaching
from MAX FORMAN we were able to take a commanding lead, the
score being 5-0 in our favor at halftime. During the next twenty
minutes, we scored four more times and even though Kawaga had a
hard time passing, they connected for two touchdowns. After the
game JONATHAN ROSENFELD was heard saying, “That game was
awesome, it was so much fun!” I know for a fact that the 11 and unders will remember the fate of July 30th, 2010 forever.
On this day, the 31st of July,
the following events happened
at Camp Menominee:
*1974– Menominee played host to a twelve and under tennis tournament with teams from Deerhorn, Mohawk, Towering Pines, Ojibwa and Kawaga competing.
*1974– Rick Shea presented his evening campfire– Comic Book Night. Each cabin had to create
a skit based on a comic book hero, either original or taken from a comic book.
*1998– The M.I.S.O (Menominee Indian Spirit Organization) made an announcement to all
campers in the Megaphone, a plea to keep the spirits of their land alive.
*2005– Team Menominee‟s Counselor A team, headed by coach Jon Sider, beat their competitors from Ojibwa.
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Monday 2nd July 2010
By the EDITOR

When STEVE made his usual announcements after lunch in the Mess Hall, no one expected him
to say that Camp Menominee would be hosting a social with Camp Marimeta. Everyone was ecstatic at this surprise social, ISAAC KLEIN was heard saying, “Yes! I love socials.” So when
evening skies set in over the North Woods, Marimeta turned up their hordes. BOOM Entertainment provided the music and fun, and as usual, were
superb in doing so. LOGAN BALBOA was seen busting out
all sorts of freaky dance moves on the stage, obviously
having a great time. Thanks to all the counselors, from
both camps, for keeping things under control and for
serving delicious cookies and juice to the party-goers.
Also, a special thanks to all campers, Menominee and Marimeta, for behaving and displaying true camp spirit. A
special shout out to SANDY, Marimeta’s director, and our
very own directors STEVE and BARI KANEFSKY, and the
rest of the administration, for organizing such a great
social.

By ROSS FISHER
On Friday the 11B Ultimate Frisbee team faced off against Kawaga and everyone had a great
time. In the first half it was a huge nail biter as after the half had ended the score was even
at four-four. Everyone was very nervous. Our coach MAX FORMAN told us that if we lose
we’re done for, so we didn’t want to let our camp down. However, our determination paid off as
in the next half MATTHEW CHAPMAN scored his fourth touchdown. The touchdown put us up
to a five-four lead but on the next drive they fired back to make it even at five-five. The Menominee Men showed no mercy, as we went on a seven touchdown run, our dominance was a
great chance to give our subs an opportunity to shine. The final score was twelve-five and
gladly we weren’t the ones to end the streak. Many thanks to all those who took part and our
coach, who showed true Menominee spirit.

By ZACH TAUB
As the clouds casted a shadow over Kawaga’s softball diamond, immediately following a chilling
victory for 16 B softball, the camps’ best softball team took the field for the final matchup
before the wrestling event. “3-points” was in our mind from JAKE HOCKMAN and ROBBIE
APPELBAUM. Everybody was ready to go as DAVID BLECHMAN exclaimed, “It’s our time to
shine!” Menominee started at bat with ERIC SLUTSKY leading off, hitting a rocket shot that
looked like a sure single , only to be snagged by the shortstop. The game went by rather
quickly, with Kawaga slowly raking up runs while yours truly, IAN MILLER and JONAH WEISS
provided Menominee’s only early catches. Luckily, none of the players showed a sense of defeat, including the spectators like JARED LEVINE who said, “ We’re losing, but we’re going to
win.” unfortunately, this wasn’t the case as a mini rally in the sixth-inning came up short, and
Menominee fell ten-two. It was a heartbreaking loss for everyone, especially the CITs, such as
JED STONE, MILES BEAUSEIGNEUR, ALLEN LEVITAS, ALLEN NAPADOV, Ian Miller
and yours truly. Despite having another year to look forward to, Jonah Weiss, DAVID RIBOT
and Eric Slutsky put forth all their effort and although we didn’t come out on top, everyone
played to their maximum. As JOSH “$$$” GREEN said, “there is nothing to keep your head
down about.”

By MICHAEL MALIS
On Friday during the Kawaga competition, after the A Basketball game finished, the Ultimate
Frisbee team took to the field. The B game was out on the soccer pitch. The starting team was
ADAM SLUTSKY, MICHAEL DMITRIYEV, HARRISON CHODASH, JARED LOIBEN,
ANDREW BLECHMAN, JUSTIN SHOENEMAN and yours truly. Kawaga started off with an
early lead. By half time the score was seven-four in favor of Kawaga. We tried to come back,
with Harrison Chodash and Michael Dmitriyev making some great catches. In the end Kawaga
won with a score of eleven to six.
On this day, the 2nd of August, the following events
happened at Camp Menominee
1968: Campers travelled to Minocqua to see a water skiing competition. Also, Menominee
defeated Camp Macabee in an all-sports competition.
1975: Menominee Mike, the camp’s would-be spiritual leader, is uncovered as a spy for Camp
Kawaga. His real name is discovered to be Joe Kawaga.
2007: Mike Dunleavy arrived at the Friendly Confines with some friends. Mike manned a
basketball clinic and helped campers with their basketball abilities.
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By DANNY SLUTSKY
It was one year since Bob Bender had seen an A Softball game. As the 13 A team stepped onto
the field they all had one goal in mind: win this game. ANDREW BLECHMAN had an amazing
game and started the game out with multiple strike outs. ADAM SLUTSKY kept the bats going
with a triple and NOAH RAVEN with some singles. As the game went on, excellent plays were
made in the field by ANDREW MEHRHOLZ, JOSH KRAVITZ and JUSTIN SHOENEMAN.
After a few unfortunate errors, the Menominee Men fell behind
but kept their heads high. SCOTT SHARFMAN continued to play
well and HARRISON CHODASH was perfect in right center.
NOAH ROSENBLAT led the outfield and had a great attitude all
game along with WILEY SHAPIRO. The final score was thirteennine in Kawaga’s favor, but all the members on the Menominee side
plated hard and played the Menominee Way.

By ADAM AINSCOUGH
During the 11B soccer pre-game team talk, the stacked 28 man squad led by Captain COLIN
WERHANE, performed a tribal war dance to intimidate our opponents. We knew we had the
numbers, so we decided to press them in their own penalty area. The rampant rampaging attack, equipped with six forwards, punished the opposition. One guy was heard saying it was like
the ‘Alamo’. These aggressive tactics paid dividends as Camp Menominee was six-zero up at half
time. JUSTIN ‘The Wall’ OLSON was solid, commanding his area all match long. As was NOAH
LAZARUS, JONATHAN LISS and ISAAC KLEIN in defense. The rest was left to our worldclass strike force with BRETT ’Boom Boom’ BORRE bagging a hat trick and DIEGO ’Maradona’
YANEZ netting two in a sizzling display. Other outstanding displays of skill were seen from
ZACH ‘Zumba Zumba’ GREENBAUM and ETHAN ‘The Pocket Dynamo’ WAGMAN. Most of Menominee’s attacks were started by JOSH ‘Slansky’ LANSKY. A plethora of substitutions were
made in the second half but CM still managed to bag one more before the final whistle. The
game ended seven-nil, in the most one sided game I’ve seen in my 59 years at camp. Boy do I
miss the glory days of 1968. But because of this magical display of talent, a new era of legends
has begun. The future is bright, the future is green!

By COREY PASCAL
With Kawaga one win away from taking the competition, the Men in Green were on a mission.
Today’s Lucky Canteen Number is 24. They were determined not to give up the deciding game
in the Swamp’s favor. The drama started early when in the first inning SAM ENGEL was called
out at home on a questionable call. JACK LAZAR took the mound for CM in the bottom half.
Lazar had a stellar pitching performance striking out three
and walking none, keeping us in the game. Complementing the
lights-out pitching was some solid defense by LENNY BLOOM,
JEFF GOLDBERG and COLE NEUMAN. We were held to zero
runs until the fifth inning. AUSTIN MALLER led off the inning, reaching first on a walk. With the help of Bloom, Lazar
and DANIEL GASSEL, we evened the score two-two. Fast forward to the top of the seventh inning. The Menominee Men
knew what had to be done. With Bloom and Lazar as the two
ducks on the pond, clutch hitting by Gassel and JOEY ZINSKY
brought both of them home. The team huddled on the mound
at the start of the last half inning. Up four-two, we knew that we needed these three outs, and
we needed them now. Having let up a run, with a runner at second, we had one out. JOSH
ROSENBLAT and CAMERON RUBIN kept their teammates focused on their goal, despite the
minor speed bump. The tide shifted in our favor as Engel darted to two liners and caught them
to win us the game four-three. Coaches COREY PASCAL and SAM LAZAR would like to thank
the entire team for their tremendous effort in an unforgettable softball game. It was truly
one of their proudest moments and coaching experiences.

By KOBY STERN
The 13 A soccer team took the field ready to do battle. Kawaga
was on the attack early. But great defense by ADAM SLUTSKY
and ELI NEWMAN kept Kawaga at bay. Kawaga was able to finally
put one in the back of the net, and quickly went up two-nil despite
great goal keeping by WILL SILBERG. As halftime came and
went, the men in green stepped it up and began to play with more
purpose and determination. NAOH ROSENBLAT and SAM
PASSINISI tormented the Kawaga defense, but were unable to
find the old onion bag. With a final score of four-nil, the men
from Menominee came out the losing end with our heads held high
and our pride intact. Coach Stern is extremely proud of all the
players for playing a hard game and leaving everything on the field.
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By JACOB BERLINGER

Did you hear about Imitation Night?
Well I didn’t hear about it, I was actually in it!
I’m in Cabin 15, and we had three acts, aka imitation, to perform. The whole act was finished in
about one minute, but we made sure to pack a lot of comedy into it. Our first act was about the
shenanigans Cabin 14 gets up to. Notable imitations were off TOM ADLER, and he is forever
losing in games against campers, especially golf. Also, BILLY HEISLER was at the receiving end
of many imitations, depicting his overuse of positivity. Imitation night was really funny, and all
the laughs from the audience was an indicator that everyone enjoyed themselves.

By DAVID MIZOCK
Following a successful basketball sweep, the 11 C softball team of 23 men got ready for some
action. The men in green were more than ready when the Kawaga umpire called play ball. The
first four batters for Menominee all successfully reached base before Kawaga was able to record an out. With some great hitting by ALEX GOULD, NOAH BEN-ISVY, MAX PTASZNIK
and DYLAN DRISCOLL, Menominee was able to score a total of 12 runs before taking the
field. In the bottom of the first, spectacular plays by Alex Gould and ISAAC KLEIN as well as
great stops and scoops by JACOB BERLINGER at first base led to a Kawaga 1-2-3 out and
just like that, Menominee was up to strike again. Smart base turning by DYLAN WINICK,
TODD LAZARUS and ZACK LECHTER, Menominee just kept on rolling and scored another 11
runs. With excellent pitching by JAKE ADDIS, Kawaga
was in fear to go another inning. To relieve them of their
stress the men in green pulled a 10 man switch and
changed things up. Solid defense by TREVOR BALBOA,
RYAN BLUM, ANDREW KLEIN, and NOAH LAZARUS, as
well as shot-out pitching by all-star reliever NOAH
GILDER. Today’s Lucky Canteen Number is 89. Menominee
held Kawaga to what could be described as a blowout as
the final score was 23 to 2. Good job boys!

By MAX FORMAN
In a physical battle between Menominee and Kawaga, a great effort was given by seven CITs.
There were seven starters who took the Ultimate Frisbee field, with zero substitutes. It was
disappointing loss for the Menominee Men but they still fought hard. With anchors ALLEN
LEVITAS and JEFF GOLDBERG, the men in green found it hard to believe that we had lost.
With a final score of eight to five in favor of The Braves, Menominee sought revenge in softball, mainly in the 16 B game. Even with their confidence down, I was surprised by the hard
work of ALLEN NAPADOV and MILES BEAUSEIGNEUR and their pursuit to fight through
the exhaustion of the game. Even though this game did not go in the favor of the Menominee
Men, their efforts did not go wasted.

By ADAM SLUTSKY
The Menominee Men of the 13A basketball team showed their skills in a tough game against
The Kawaga Braves. The team started out very strong, with points being scored and players
excelling in defense. Throughout the game, ELI NEWMAN fought hard while playing the post
down low. ANDREW BLECHMAN also had a great game shooting around the three-point area.
During the game DANNY SLUTSKY tried his hardest keeping the players hydrated and
healthy. At the end of the half, Kawaga led by a small margin but the Menominee Men were still
in the game. When the third quarter came, Kawaga started to pull away. Even though this was
happening the 13A team hustled and played very hard. Showing true determination. The score
at the end of the game was 42 to 19 in Kawaga’s favor. SCOTT SHARFMAN said at the end of
the game, “all the players showed great hustle and tried their hardest.”

BY JAKE ADDIS
Name: Elliott Katz
Age: 18
Hometown: Illinois
Favorite film: The Little Toaster’s Adventure
Favorite musical artist: Rise Against
Favorite song: The Kangaroo Song
Favorite mythical creature: The Rainbow Unicorn
Words of Wisdom: “I’ve just got here”
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By MATT CHAPMAN
The softball game for 11 and unders team B was a great game for Camp Menominee, as we won
16 to zero. With ETHAN WAGMAN having an unbelievable game, JARED LEVINE played a
great short center and yours truly, MATTHEW GOLD and GABE NEWMAN playing infield,
trying our hardest not to let balls go by. When the eleven and unders played Camp Kawaga they
gave it their all and because of that the score came up in their favor.

By JONATHAN LISS
It was the start of the 11A Softball game on the 30th of July, and the boys from Menominee
were ready to play. The team consisted of yours truly, BRETT BORRE, COLIN WERHANE,
JOSH LANSKY, JAKE SHAPIRO and BRETT WEISS. For the first three innings, The Menominee Men either flew out or got walked. At the end of the 3 innings, the score was Kawaga
three with Menominee one. By the time the fourth inning came around, I had not had the
chance to pitch. I finally got a strike but one of Kawaga‟s hitters hit a triple. It was five to
one. I finally struck out a batter and then a player grounded out, but the guy still managed to
score. At the end of the inning, we were losing six to one. When I got to the side of the field,
JONAH WEISS told me, „great job, you couldn‟t have done anything about their great hits.” In
the beginning of the inning we didn‟t score until two outs later, when Colin Werhane jacked a
home-run. Going into the sixth inning, we were all down and unmotivated, until we a hit a single.
We kept on scoring until it was seven-five and two men on. Then Kawaga‟s third baseman
dropped the ball and got one of our base runners out. Then the umpire said that it was the end
of the game. That was only six of the seven inning, ROBBIE APPELBAUM said, “we should have
won this game!” However, I think everyone who
competed during this match showed true Menominee spirit and heart.

By

SCOTT SHARFMAN & NOAH ROSENBLAT

The 13 A Ultimate Frisbee game was held early into the competition with Camp Kawaga, with
both teams showing a lot of promise and talent. Kawaga struck first with a long touchdown
pass. Soon after the Menominee Men struck back with a quick touchdown pass by SCOTT
SHARFMAN to ELI NEWMAN. Both teams played well and late into the game Kawaga began to
pull away. With a three touchdown lead to catch up with, Menominee needed to score. NOAH
ROSENBLAT took charge throwing a long pass to ANDREW MEHRHOLZ for a touchdown. After a Kawaga touchdown Eli Newman sacrificed his body for the
team by laying out for a long pass into the end zone by Scott
Sharfman. Eli caught the pass, stunning the visitors from Kawaga. After an extremely intense game, Kawaga defeated the
Menominee Men ten to eight. The touchdowns from Menominee
came from Scott Sharfman, Noah Rosenblat, Eli Newman, Andrew Mehrholz, TYLER FLANZER and JACOB DAITCH. After
the game, Noah Rosenblat was heard saying, “we gave it our best
effort.”
On this day, the 3rd of August, the following events
happened:
1999: The Great Storm of 1999 happened. After camp lost to Kawaga in soccer, everyone
trekked to the Mess Hall for their meal. Nasty looking storm clouds started to appear, and
campers ended up spending an hour in the shelter. Woody exclaimed “Isn‟t Mother Nature just
awesome?”
2003: Woody announced to campers, who had just arrived back to camp from their shopping
and eating binges during town day, that the Minocqua Bats would be performing for camp at
the show dock.
By SAM REINER

Name: David Meyer

Favorite mythical creature: Harry Behm, Ethan Ritz

Age: 17

Words of Wisdom: “Always lock up your bike”

Hometown: Deerfield, Illinois
Activities: Bike Hunting
Favorite film: Miss Congeniality
Favorite musical artist: Abba

”
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By JACOB BERLINGER

Did you hear about Imitation Night?
Well I didn’t hear about it, I was actually in it!
I’m in Cabin 15, and we had three acts, aka imitation, to perform. The whole act was finished in
about one minute, but we made sure to pack a lot of comedy into it. Our first act was about the
shenanigans Cabin 14 gets up to. Notable imitations were off TOM ADLER, of how he is forever losing in games against campers, especially golf. Also, BILLY HEISLER was at the receiving end of many imitations, depicting his extremely positive attitude. Imitation night was really
funny, and all the laughs from the audience was an indicator that everyone enjoyed themselves.

By DAVID MIZOCK
Following a successful basketball sweep, the 11 C softball team of 23 men got ready for some
action. The men in green were more than ready when the Kawaga umpire called play ball. The
first four batters for Menominee all successfully reached base before Kawaga was able to record an out. With some great hitting by ALEX GOULD, NOAH BEN-ISVY, MAX PTASZNIK
and DYLAN DRISCOLL, Menominee was able to score a total of 12 runs before taking the
field. In the bottom of the first, spectacular plays by Alex Gould and ISAAC KLEIN as well as
great stops and scoops by JACOB BERLINGER at first base led to a Kawaga 1-2-3 out and
just like that, Menominee was up to strike again. Smart base turning by DYLAN WINICK,
TODD LAZARUS and ZACK LECHTER, Menominee just kept on rolling and scored another 11
runs. With excellent pitching by JAKE ADDIS, Kawaga
was in fear to go another inning. To relieve them of their
stress the men in green pulled a 10 man switch and
changed things up. Solid defense by TREVOR BALBOA,
RYAN BLUM, ANDREW KLEIN, and NOAH LAZARUS, as
well as shot-out pitching by all-star reliever NOAH
GILDER. Today’s Lucky Canteen Number is 89. Menominee
held Kawaga to what could be described as a blowout as
the final score was 23 to 2. Good job boys!

By MAX FORMAN
In a physical battle between Menominee and Kawaga, a great effort was given by seven CITs.
There were seven starters who took the Ultimate Frisbee field, with zero substitutes. It was
disappointing loss for the Menominee Men but they still fought hard. With anchors ALLEN
LEVITAS and JEFF GOLDBERG, the men in green found it hard to believe that we had lost.
With a final score of eight to five in favor of The Braves, Menominee sought revenge in softball, mainly in the 16 B game. Even with their confidence down, I was surprised by the hard
work of ALLEN NAPADOV and MILES BEAUSEIGNEUR and their pursuit to fight through
the exhaustion of the game. Even though this game did not go in the favor of the Menominee
Men, their efforts did not go wasted.

By ADAM SLUTSKY
The Menominee Men of the 13A basketball team showed their skills in a tough game against
The Kawaga Braves. The team started out very strong, with points being scored and players
excelling in defense. Throughout the game, ELI NEWMAN fought hard while playing the post
down low. ANDREW BLECHMAN also had a great game shooting around the three-point area.
During the game DANNY SLUTSKY tried his hardest keeping the players hydrated and
healthy. At the end of the half, Kawaga led by a small margin but the Menominee Men were still
in the game. When the third quarter came, Kawaga started to pull away. Even though this was
happening the 13A team hustled and played very hard. Showing true determination. The score
at the end of the game was 42 to 19 in Kawaga’s favor. SCOTT SHARFMAN said at the end of
the game, “all the players showed great hustle and tried their hardest.”

BY JAKE ADDIS
Name: Elliott Katz
Age: 18
Hometown: Illinois
Favorite film: The Little Toaster’s Adventure
Favorite musical artist: Rise Against
Favorite song: The Kangaroo Song
Favorite mythical creature: The Rainbow Unicorn
Words of Wisdom: “I’ve just got here”
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Captains: Josh Rosenblat and

Daniel Voronov

Ethan Wagman

Cole Neuman

Joshua Lansky - Captain

Jacob Daitch

Noah Lazarus

Michael Dmitriyev

Logan Balboa

Jacob Chorches

Noah Raven

Max Kogen

Matthew Horvitz

Tyler Shwachman

Max Ptasznik

Nick Krauskopf

Brett Borre

Samuel Wiener

Taylor Beauseigneur

Dylan Drisoll

Jake Czupek

Andrew Blechman

Reid Kanter - Captain

Zachary Greenbaum

Harrison Chodash

Harris Livingston

Matthew Gold

Alexander Grayson

Sam Passanisi

Jake Shapiro

Eli Newman

Richard Wilson

Rodrigo Lopez - Captain

Adam Slutsky - Captain

Kevin Dann

Jacob Berlinger

Ross Bessinger

Josh Gelman

Alex Gould

Joey Bloom

David Godfrey

Tyler Zweig

Elliot Rubio

David Holmes

Daniel Ben-Isvy

Corey Reiner

Sam Lazar

Matthew Goldstein

Sam Engel

Nat Rosen

Jacob Rosenberg

Daniel Gassel

Conor McLoughlin

Jake Addis

Allen Levitas

Stanley Moody

Brian Goldman

Zach Taub

Jason Mott

Gabe Newman

Miles Beauseigneur

Richard Nagle

Jack Eichner

Joey Zinsky

Nick Noftz

Noah Gilder

Allen Napadov

Danny Slutsky

Charlie Price

Robbie Appelbaum

Colin Smith

Captains: Jack Lazar and David

Tyler Flanzer

Chris Courts

Ribot

Andrew Mehrholz

Jake Freed

Isaac Klein

Jeremy Horwitz

Max Forman

Noah Ben-Isvy

Joshua Kravitz

David Meyer

Todd Lazarus

Jared Loiben

David Mizock

Zack Lechter

Sam Reiner

David Munzer

Trevor Balboa

Adam Sagerman

Corey Pascal

Ethan Cantor

Jake Zweig

Richard Pillinger

Ryan Miller

Nick Krasnoff

Jon Lorbach

Miles Schwartz

Eli Levenfeld

Andrew Scholfield

Diego Yanez - Captain

Michael Malis

Brian Schultz

Matthew Chapman

William Silberg

Trent Bodin

Ross Fisher

Jake Fishbein

Max Zlatnikov

Noah Rosenblat

Johnny Bloom

Scott Scharfman - Captain

Daniel Driscoll

Justin Schoeneman

Ryan Blum

Wiley Shapiro

Tom Cameron

Austin Maller

Max Shapiro

Austin Rubio

Dylan Winick

Isiah Rubio

Robert Furman

Daniel Sagerman

Jonah Jacobs

Eric Slutsky

Justin Olson

Jeff Goldberg

Jared Levine - Captain

Ian Miller

Brandon Ptasznik

Jed Stone

Jonathan Rosenfeld

Cameron Rubin

Andrew Klein

Lenny Bloom

Jonathan Liss

Jacob Hockman

Colin Werhane

Adam Ainscough

Brett Davidson - Captain

Danny Chaimovitz
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By the EDITOR
Did last night actually happen? Or is the whole camp suffering from a collective delusion?
Whether it was a dream or an actual event that happened, the start of Green and White was
announced. All campers and counselors were woken up in the dead of the night, and were told
to hustle on down to the waterfront, where a campfire was blazing. STEVE then announced the
overall captains of both factions, who then listed the teams. It was a momentous occasion
which sure got everyone pumped for a week full of fun events ahead.

By NICK KRASNOFF
It was Friday morning right before lunch, when the Menominee Men faced off against Camp
Kawaga in soccer. The game started when the team captain and myself lost at rock paper scissors, so Kawaga chose to kick off. After amazing goal tending by JEREMY HORWITZ and
great defending from ADAM SAGERMAN, JACOB CHORCHES and MICHAEL DMITRIYEV,
the score was nil-nil. The second half of the match was also scoreless, but ELI LEVENFELD
almost broke the deadlock on a breakaway shot. It all came down to a penalty kick shoot-out.
Michael Dmitriyev was heard saying, “this is really intense!” At the end of the shoot-out, the
score was still tied thus the game had to go to a sudden death penalty. Menominee lost by an
inch when a great player miss hit the ball. Adam Sagerman said, “the ending was fair?” Menominee may had lost in a sudden penalty shootout, but all the players played hard and displayed
great heart and sportsmanship on and off the pitch.

Name: David Meyer
Age: 17

Favorite mythical creature: Harry Behm & Ethan Ritz

Hometown: Deerfield, Illinois

Words of Wisdom: “It’s not about the destination, it’s

Activities: Soccer, swimming and track
Favorite film: Saving Private Ryan
Favorite musical artist: Kid Cudi

about the journey”

By JACK EICHNER
The 11 D basketball team faced off with their Camp Kawaga counterparts on a hot July 30th
day, and the tip off went our favor as it was won by yours truly. Before I entered onto the
court, I had one goal in my mind: to get a win for Menominee. It was a team effort, from
CHARLIE PRICE setting up great prices to NOAH GILDER creating some excellent breakaways. NOAH LAZARUS also knocked down some great three-pointers. Today’s Lucky Canteen
number is 77. I think that I did a good job driving to the hole, and looking for team mates, trying my best to create basket opportunities. Our coach, BRIAN SCHULZ did an amazing job
leading us to a 35-0 victory! After the game, Brian Schulz said that he was happy that he
coached his team to victory and contributed to the overall competition score. Noah Gilder said
that even though we lost to Kawaga overall, he had a great time competing in all the sports. All
in all, 11 D basketball had an awesome, memorable time playing against Kawaga.

By JACOB CHORCHES & WILL SILBERG
At the start of the morning, we were all pumped to take on Camp
Kawaga on our home turf. We played a great first quarter, with
the score tied at two to two. Our points coming from a basket
score by Jacob Chorches. As the game progressed, tons of rebounds were made by Will Silberg. To add to this, there was great
ball handling by TYLER SHWACHMAN and MATT HORVITZ,
sadly the game ended in Kawaga’s favor due to their countless
subs. Even though the Menominee Men lost 28-9, our boys stayed
focused and determined throughout the game. ADAM SAGERMAN was heard saying, “We
played hard.”

On this day, the fourth of August, the following events happened at Camp Menominee:
2002: The Menominee Masters took place, the finalists being Ross Feldgreber, Seth Pakula
and Daniel Kaplin. Seth emerging as the victor with a score of fifty.
2005: Camp Menominee held host to an awesome party for Camp Birch Knoll. A-Z Entertainment provided the music and fun for the night.
2007: Doc’s Run took place, with the quickest times coming from Michael Styrcula 30:43,
Jeff Goldberg 31:58 and Ross Festenstein 32:37.
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By JONAH JACOBS
On a competitive day at Camp Kawaga, Menominee 11 C Frisbee team prevailed after a tough
match with the home side. In the first half of the game, Kawaga was beating the men in green
three to one. Coach DAVID MIZOCK gave his team a pep talk at half time, as an attempt to
install determination and drive in us all. Immediately JACK EICHNER made two great touchdown passes to both DANIEL BEN-ISVY and RYAN BLUM. Jack was heard saying, “I never
thought I‟d be able to do that!” After a few minutes, we scored another touchdown but Kawaga
answered this with a touchdown of their own. After a long period of no touchdowns, ETHAN WAGMAN entered the foray,
determinate to end this excruciating stalemate. After a struggle for possession, Menominee finally got the Frisbee. Wagman
bombed the Frisbee down to JUSTIN OLSON for a last second touchdown. Justin was heard commenting, “I can‟t believe
I made that catch!” Final score: Menominee five, Kawaga four.
I would like to say a big thank you and congratulations to my
fellow sportsmen, for showing true Menominee spirit and heart
throughout the match.

On this date, the fifth of August, the following events happened here at Camp Menominee:
1968: Camp Menominee defeated Camp Towering Pines in a three-event competition: archery,
riflery and tennis. Menominee won all events at both home and away.
2003: Dress up Day took place in Wasserman Hall. Lenny Bloom dressed up as the Meat Man,
Brian Schultz‟s rendition of „The Guy in the Kayak‟ was noted for its excellence. However the
White team won it with Logan Radlove‟s dress up as a hick.
2005: Menominee defeated Camp Timberlane in a 12 event extravaganza The end result being
nine to three in CM‟s favor.

The Magical Comeback by LENNY BLOOM
After a long day of a hard fought competition with Kawaga, both camps gathered to cheer
their respective camps for the all camp wrestling meet, with the winner taking home the Ron
Silverstein Cup. The meet started out at the 60lbs and below weight class, with JONNY
BLOOM wrestling for Camp Menominee. After a hard fought match, Jonny lost 9-8 after being
called on two questionable penalties which cost him two points. After two tough losses for the
Menominee Men, JARED LEVINE came up with a much needed pin at the 80lb weight class, upping the team score to a tie at six-six. Camp Kawaga then came up with four consecutive pins to
pull away from Menominee at 30-6. Menominee kept their heads held high as COLE NEUMAN
began the rally back to victory with a major win. Today‟s Lucky Canteen number is 130. Menominee didn‟t hold back and recorded five wins in a row by yours truly, MILES BEAUSEIGNEUR, JOEY ZINSKY, JED STONE and last but most definitely not least, JONAH
WEISS. Camp Menominee was able to an incredible comeback as they won the meet, and the
Ron Silverstein Cup with a score of 44-42. Thanks to coaches JAKE HOCKMAN and KOZ for
great counseling and coaching.

By JACOB DAITCH
As the 13 C softball game against Kawaga started, the whole team was pumped up. Right before
we entered onto the field, DANNY SLUTSKY said, “let‟s kick some butt.” The game was very
good according to JACOB CHORCHES, as it was very close until the very end. TYLER
SCWACHMAN, a valuable member of the Menominee Men, was our pitcher for the game. Everyone in the field though it was a great game, including HARRIS LIVINGSTON, who was heard
saying, “this game is awesome!” In the end, Camp Menominee beat Camp Kawaga 15 to ten with
great catching by BRETT DAVIDSON. A big thank you to all my fellow teammates, as you all
displayed true Menominee Indian spirit and sportsmanship.

Name: Colin Smith

Favorite mythical creature: The Gelatinous Cube

Age: 21

Favorite musical artist: Alice in Chains

Hometown: Caramel, Indiana

Words of Wisdom: “Do it right, or don‟t do it at all”

Activities: Fishing, waterfront
Favorite film: 2001: A Space Odyssey
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It was July 30th and it was the day we were all waiting for. Camp Menominee was playing Camp
Kawaga in the 16 A basketball game. We knew their team was really good but we kept our heads
up high. JACK LAZAR started us out giving a great three to take the lead. Lazar and CAMERON RUBIN seemed to never miss. We were playing great as LENNY BLOOM guarded Jud
Barren, the star basketball player at Kawaga. Today’s Lucky Canteen number is 53. He held him
off for only four points first half. After the second half started, we began to lose it as it
turned into a fun game to play in. Cameron Rubin was heard saying, “This doesn’t happen!” Lenny
Bloom was also heard saying, “Jud is getting so flustered.” Although we lost to Kawaga 82-26,
we had a fun time playing. Many thanks to ROBBIE APPELBAUM for his great coaching.

By JACOB BERLINGER
We won in the 11 and under team basketball against Camp Kawaga. In the first minute, we were
down by two nil. When half time came by, the score had shot up to 16 to two in our favor. Our
coach RICHARD NAGLE was very pleased to say the least. Then by the end of the game the
score was 24 to eight, giving Menominee a much needed win. I would like to say thank you to all
my fellow team mates who played with a great attitude and showed true Menominee determination

Name: Robbie Appelbaum

Favorite thing about Camp Menominee: Everything

Age: 16

Words of Wisdom: “Basketball isn’t just a sport

Hometown: Vernon Hills, Illinois
Activities: Basketball, Softball and Volleyball
Favorite musical artist: Lil Wayne

it’s a three-dimensional way of life”

By MATTHEW GOLD
Hi my name is Matthew and I will tell you about the 11 B Basketball against Camp Kawaga. The
Menominee Men consisted of yours truly, ROSS FISHER, JARED LEVINE, JONATHAN
LISS, BRETT WEISS, GABE NEWMAN, DANNY VORONOV and our coach was MAX
FORMAN. Brett Weiss’ dribbling skills had everyone
amazed. Yours truly was the point guard, Levine and Liss
were the wingers, Brett was the shooting guard and Voronov played the center position. Levine proved himself to
be determined and focused, showing aggression on the
court. All in all, Menominee won the game by ten points. I
would like to thank everyone involved in the game, for showing heart and sportsmanship.

By ALLEN NAPADOV
Early Friday morning, the Menominee Men took to the pitch against the boys from the swamp.
With great physical play from defenders JOEY ZINSKY and LENNY BLOOM, as well as stellar goal tending from ZACH TAUB, Kawaga was held to just one goal in the first half. With
help from forwards DAN GASSEL, CAMERON RUBIN and MILES BEAUSEIGNEUR, we created offensive opportunities, nearly scoring on multiple occasions. Despite our efforts, Kawaga
scored two more goals making it a three-zero game. Still we kept our heads high, and we
fought hard to the end. Eventually midfielder ALLEN NAPADOV put a shot in the back of the
net, which cut the deficit to two. We had a few more chances but could never truly capitalize
on them, as we fell in defeat three-one.

On this day, the sixth of August, the following events happened here at Camp Menominee:
1998: Casino Night campfire took place in the Mess Hall, ran by the Senior Cabin. The games
played included: Guts, Spin the lazy Susan, Black Jack, Poker, Coupe and Roulette.
2007: Field Day took place, and it was a complete success. Both White and Green teams competed in soccer, softball and basketball.
2008: Counselor Hunt happened, and everyone had a blast. Ethan Ritz said, “Adam Sovanski and
Ian McCallum were found at the farthest edge of camp.”
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As the competition heats up between the Green and White factions, it was announced yesterday in Wasserman Hall by STEVE that camp would be hosting Field Day 2010. Everyone was ecstatic about this news as Field Day is known to be one of the most competitive and fun events
on the Menominee calendar. The Greens will face the Whites in Basketball, Soccer, Archery,
Riflery, Volleyball, Tennis and Neucomb.

By the EDITOR
Yesterday was Second Session Town Day for campers and staff at Menominee. Everyone departed the Friendly Confines in the afternoon, bound for Minocqua. Every camper received $25
once they stepped off the bus, and together with any other money thEY may have had stored,
it immediately started to burn a hole in their pocket. Campers were seen to be buying a wide
range of purchases, from books and t-shirts to electronic voice-changers and cheese-hats.
LOGAN BALBOA was heard saying, “I love Town Day, it’s awesome!” ISAAC KLEIN was also
heard commenting, “Spending money is fun!” Campers and staff dined at various eateries
spread across the picturesque quaint town, from sushi restaurants to candy parlors. To top oFf
an already excellent day, everyone gathered in the evening to go and watch the Minocqua-Bats
spectacular ski show down at the lake. Ski-magician, Jacob Kreger, was especially awe-inspiring.
RICH WILSON summed up the whole day by exclaiming, “this is simply the best day of my life!
My time on Earth has peaked.” Many thanks to all campers for behaving properly in the stores
and around the general public, and to the staff for displaying great supervisory skills.

DAVID RIBOT, ANDREW BLECHMAN, JACK LAZAR and WILEY
SHAPIRO all played the Menominee Masters final at the Eagle River Golf
Course for the Menominee Masters. Today’s Lucky Canteen number is 148.
Congratulations to David Ribot who took the honors and got his name on the
Menominee Green Jacket. Also, many thanks to TOM ADLER and BRIAN
SCHULTZ for organizing this great event and training the participants.

What a great Doc’s Run we had this year. Everyone who took part in the 4.5 m run finished, so
regardless of what your finishing time was, everyone is a winner. However, your Doc’s Run
champion for 2010 is JEFF GOLDBERG, he successfully defended his title by finishing first.
We didn’t just have runners competing this year, we also had roller-bladders and cyclists.
Thanks to KOZ and ADAM AINSCOUGH for organizing the run and the practice sessions that
led up to it. Great job guys!
RUNNER

TIME

RUNNER

TIME
43:13

Max Zlatnikov:

61:52

Jeff Goldberg:

29:23

Jake Zweig:

Jason Mott:

30:15

David ‘DQ’ Holmes: 43:20

BLADERS

TIME

Andrew Mehrholz:

30:51

Colin Smith:

46:27

Adam Sagerman:

31:00

Miles Beauseigneur:

32:15

Tom Cameron:

49:31

Jared Levine:

34:00

Connor McLoughlin:

32:53

Ross Fisher:

49:33

Brett Borre:

34:00

Richard Nagle:

33:11

Andy Schofield:

51:24

Joshua Kravitz:

34:00

Adam Ainscough:

33:23

Colin Werhane:

53:02

Austin Maller:

34:00

Lenny Bloom:

34:16

Alexander Grayson: 54:20

Daniel Gassel:

34:20

Josh Lansky:

54:45

CYCLISTS

TIME

Brett Davidson:

34:42

Brandon Ptasznik:

55:25

Corey Pascal:

20:24

Allen Levitas:

38:43

Harrison Chodash:

56:42

Chris Courts:

20:24

David Godfrey:

39:27

Michael Dmitriyev: 57:06

Jacob Daitch:

39:38

Sam Passanisi:

Robert Furman:

39:48

57:18

Justin Shoeneman: 57:23

Richard Wilson:

40:14

Tyler Zweig

60:33

Eli Newman:

42:04

Max Ptasznik:

60:45

Max Shapiro:

42:43

Dylan Driscoll:

61:14

Name: Trent Bodin
Age: 18
Hometown: Madison, Wisconsin
Activities: Tennis
Favorite movie: Legally Blonde
Favorite musical artist: Pitbull

Favorite mythical creature: Shrek
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Current 5 Year Club

YEAR NAME

We would also like to welcome the
following people into the five year
club:

YEAR NAME

38 Koz
29 Steve Kanefsky

6

Joey Bloom

14 Koby Stern

6

Sam Engel

10 Danny Chaimovitz

6

Tom Fedderkey

10 Kevin Dann

6

Max Forman

10 Jacob Hockman

6

Dan Gassel

9 Jake Freed

6

Josh Gelman

Austin Rubio

9 Corey Pascal

6

David Meyer

Elliot Rubio

9 Nat Rosen

6

David Ribot

9 Brian Schulz

6

Eric Slutsky

Isiah Rubio

8 Miles Beauseigneur

6

Joey Zinsky

8 Lenny Bloom
8 Sam Lazar
8 Cole Neuman
7 Robbie Appelbaum
7 Jeff Goldberg
7 Bari Kanefsky
7 Elliot Katz
7 Jack Lazar
7 Allen Levitas
7 David Mizock
7 Ian Miller

Andrew Blechman
Jackson Harris
Josh Harris
Michael Malis

Scott Sharfman
Wiley Shapiro

Menominee Five Year Song
Here’s to Camp Menominee
May she live forever!
May we always faithful be,
And our bonds ne’er sever.
Though our troubles may be
Nigh, boys

7 David Munzer

With our standards raised on

7 Allen Napadov

High, boys

7 Josh Rosenblat
7 Cameron Rubin
7 Danny Slutsky
7 Jed Stone

We’ll be loyal to Menominee.
Ever loyal to our camp
Menominee

By the EDITOR
Every camper entered Wasserman Hall last night, smiling like Cheshire cats, determined to
sing their hearts out for their color. The Greens were first to step onto the stage and with
the help of their captains, JOSH ROSENBLAT and COLE NEUMAN, they belted out their
team’s melody. They finished to frenzied applause from the audience, then it was White’s
turn. The White team, guided by their musically disciplined captains, DAVID RIBOT and JACK
LAZAR, sang their guts out to their team’s song list. It was an excellent display of vocal ability
and heart. It all goes to show, practice truly makes perfect. After all the serious, points-based
singing was finished, it was time for the CITs to make their way onto the stage, so they could
deliver their rib-tickling laugh-a-thon song. After the CITs made their way off the dais, the
stage beckoned the counselors to perform their number. The audience knew that the counselors would
sing a group song, but they didn’t expect to be
treated to the spectacle of a crazy sing-along courtesy of perspiring counselors. Before everyone was
dismissed for Taps, it was announced that the White
team’s performance was deemed superior. Many
thanks to all those who took part, it was a great
night.

Happy Birthday to JUSTIN
OLSON who 12 turned today!

By JAKE FISHBEIN
It was Camp Menominee versus Camp Kawaga and the five
boys in green and black entered onto the court with one
goal in mind: win! The team consisted of JACOB DAITCH,
MICHAEL DMITRIYEV, NICHOLAS
KRAUSKOPF, ELI
LEVENFELD and TYLER FLANZER. The game went back
and forth, at one point the Menominee Men were down by
eight points. Then we started to come back, but the deficit
was too great. Today’s Lucky Canteen number is 44. The
final score was 23 to 18 in Kawaga’s favor. Nicholas Krauskopf was heard saying, “it was a thrill to play basketball for
the camp.” Michael Dmitriyev offered his own comforting
words by adding, “we kept our heads high even though the
score was not in our favor. Good job guys!”

Eagle River, WI
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Thursday 12th August 2010

The 2010
Nate Wasserman Award Winner is…

Zachary Taub
Determination: Dan Gassel

Heart: Jed Stone

Attitude: Allen Levitas

Leadership: Allen Levitas

Sportsmanship: David Ribot

Attitude: Jeff Goldberg

Attitude: Jed Stone

Spirit: Ian Miller

By the Editor
The Green and White competition this summer was awesome, every camper had the chance to
compete for glory for their color. Both sides played hard, but as in most things in life, there
has to be a winner and this year it was the WHITE TEAM! A special thanks to SAM LAZAR,

JAKE FREED, DANNY SLUTSKY and the Senior captains for organizing such a brilliant event.
Event:
Vroom

Winner:

Event:

Winner:

White team

CM monopoly White team

Runners and Chasers Green team

Dress up Night Green team

Junior: MAX ZLATNIKOV’s Softball Sluggers
Intermediate: ANDREW
MEHRHOLZ’s Mafia
Senior: ERIC SLUTSKY’s

Sluggers

Event:

Winner:

Midnight Manhunt

Green team

Shoe scramble

Green team

Silent Meal

Green team

Softball Extravaganza

White team

Flashlight Hunt

White team

Counselor Hunt

Green team

Sing Night

White team

Relay

Green team

Addis, Jake
1029 Warrington Road
Deerfield, IL, 60015
312-961-6733
jake@addishome.com

Ben-Isvy, Noah
3208 Highland Road
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-272-0599
dnzbi@comcast.net

Blechman, Andrew
295 Shadowood Lane
Northfield, IL 60093
847-446-5558
mblechman@pamcolabel.com

Balboa, Logan
N1741 Chesapeake Ct
Greenville, WI, 54942
920-757-0723

Bennis, Bryan
23243 W 135th ST
Plainfield,IL,60544
815-254-0039
bryanbennis@comcast.net

Blechman, David
295 Shadowood Lane
Northfield, IL 60093
847-446-5558
dblechman@pamcolabel.com

Berger, Alec
3 Fox Ct East
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
847-541-7762
Crazylegs2257@comcast.net

Bloom, Joey
512 Princeton Lane
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-948-8087
wrestler4life@aol.com

Berlinger, Jacob
1801 Ellendale
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-753-9686
wwefanjb@gmail.com

Bloom, Lenny
512 Princeton Lane
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-948-8087
wrestler4life381@aim.com

Bernick, Eli
6152 Calle Camelia
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
480-990-0306
jandhbernick@cox.net

Blum, Ryan
42 Augusta Dr
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-444-0442
Blumha824@yahoo.com

Bernick, Jeremy
6152 E Calle Camelia
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
480-990-0306
jandhbernick@cox.net

Borre, Brett
4123 Creshwood Drive
Northbrook, IL 60062-7544
847-445-8499
sportobrett@aol.com

Besh, Colin
6230 N 51st Place
Paradise Valley, AZ 85253
602-795-3734

Bramwit, Aiden
145 Kimberly Place
New Canaan, CT 06840
203-594-7530

Bessinger, Ross
2803 Sandalwood Court
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
847-955-9636
DJmixerman@ymail.com

Bramwit, Gavin
145 Kimberly Place
New Canaan, CT 06840
203-594-7530

Balboa, Trevor
N1741 Chesapeake Ct
Greenville, WI, 54942
920-757-0723
Barstack, Jacob
5428 E Laurel Ln
Scottsdale, AZ, 85254
480-922-8915
j.barstack@yahoo.com
Beauseigneur, Miles
370 Castlewood Lane
Deerfield, IL, 60015
847-945-4411
Mbspeedy369@aol.com
Beauseigneur, Taylor
370 Castlewood Lane
Deerfield, IL, 60015
847-945-4411
Taybeau6@aol.com
Belfer, Bond
451 Mountain Rd
Laguna Beach, CA, 92651
602-332-8974
Belfer, Grayson
451 Mountain Rd
Laguna Beach, CA, 92651
602-332-8974
Ben-Isvy, Daniel
3208 Highland Road
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-272-0599
mbilbi@comcast.net

Beyer, Daniel
775 Sumac Lane
Winnetka, IL 60093
847-446-0662
Dbeyer26@yahoo.com

Butler, John
P.O. Box 311
Mendham, NJ 07945
715-479-2465

Butler, Matthew
P.O. Box 311
Mendham, NJ 07945
715-479-2465
Cameron, Tom
2040 Burr Oak Lane
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-831-4579
cameron.becky@msn.com
Cantor, Ethan
2039 Burr Oaks Lane
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-831-0016
slcantor@yahoo.com
Chapin, Peter
1500 Central Avenue
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-236-9726
Chapman, Matthew
918 Meadow
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-498-6288
cbarbie13@aol.com

Chodash, Harrison
1409 Gordon Terrace
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-444-9990
harrycoopers@aol.com
Chorches, Jacob
16570 Adlon Road
Encino, CA 91436
818-905-9395
jacobchorches@sbcglobal.net
Cohen, Max
1315 Casiano Rd
Los Angeles, CA 90049
310-471-1232

Czupek, Jake
22636 Deer Path Lane
Plainfield, IL 60544
815-609-9364
gomerhaed@comcast.net

Daitch, Jacob
240 Ramsay Road
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-997-4321
Jafoad97@yahoo.com
Davidson, Brett
3108 Centennial Lane
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-432-6230
karapaul@sbcglobal.net
Davis, Andrew
4611 E Molly Ln
Cave Creek, AZ 85331
480-419-6619
Davis, Benjamin
4611 E Molly Ln
Cave Creek, AZ 85331
480-419-6619
De Carlo, Matthew
2 Norwaik Court
Lemont, IL 60439
630-243-0156
Demakos, Dylan
156 Maple Hill Rd
Glencoe, IL 60022
847-835-1074
Dmitriyev, Michael
688 Greenwood Rd
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-845-1362
dogbone224@yahoo.com
Driscoll, Daniel
2825 Idlewood Ln
Highland Park, IL 60035
caritim@sbcglobal.net
847-433-0033
Driscoll, Dylan
2825 Idlewood Lane
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-433-0033
dylndriscoll@yahoo.com

Dudek, Alexander
985 Pine Tree Ln
Winnetka, IL 60093
773-320-6430
Eichner, Jack
791 Stone Gate Drive
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-266-0608
Ikerocks18@gmail.com
Engel, Max
10510 E Terra Drive
Scottsdale,AZ 85258
jkland@cox.net
480-998-3238
Engel, Sam
10510 E Terra Drive
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
480-998-3238
Samenge161@yahoo.com
Fishbein, Jake
275 Linden Park Pl
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-432-4414
SIF275@yahoo.com
Fisher, Ross
1111 Briargate
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-579-1979
Rfisher1234@gmail.com
Flanzer, Tyler
6116 NW 90th Avenue
Parkland, FL 33067
954-757-1622
Bullsfan125000@aim.com
Friefeld, Nathan
565 Westwood Lane
Glencoe, IL 60022
847-835-4093
Natedog565@comcast.net
Furman, Robert
700 Greenwood Road
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-274-6155
Rfurman99@gmail.com

Gassel, Daniel
6500 N Nokomis Ave
Lincolnwood, IL 60712
847-983-0164
Gilder, Noah
15317 Rayneta Dr
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
818-981-9606
sgilder@sbcglobal.et
Gold, Matthew
780 Tanglewood Ct
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-914-9556
goldygirl@aol.com
Goldberg, Jeff
3846 Medford
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-509-7733
JakG1000@gmail.com
Goldman, Brian
1919 Sunnyside Circle
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-509-9930
Speedracer136@yahoo.com
Goldstein, Matthew
1715 Clavinia Ave
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-444-0843
2000gold@comcast.net
Goodman, Jake
1309 Meadow Lane
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-444-0494
Goodman, Josh
1309 Meadow Lane
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-444-0494
Gould, Alex
414 Terri-Lyn Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-498-6736
maagould@sbcglobal.net

Grayson, Alexander
299 Hedge Run
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-432-8432
ABG12@comcast.com

Jacobs, Jonah
3224 Riverfalls Dr
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-564-9658
doublejdj@aol.com

Greenbaum, Zachary
1804 Eastwood Ave
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-831-0498
lmgreenie@yahoo.com

Kamel, Aaron
1944 North Maud Avenue
Chicago, IL 60614-4908
ekamel@ameritech.net
773-929-4236

Gutheim, Mark
1195 Oxford Ct
Highland Park, IL 60035
312-882-8888

Kanter, Charlie
1332 Warrington Rd
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-945-3677

Harris, Jackson
9771 E. Sheene Drive
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
480-314-7789
Cooper1211@aol.com

Kanter, Reid
105 Augusta Drive
Vernon Hills, IL 60061
847-918-7872
rskanter@att.com

Harris, Josh
9771 E. Sheene Drive
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
480-314-7789
ssljj@cox.net

Klein, Andrew
1308 Southwind Dr
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-562-9128
Acklein1118@aol.com

Horvitz, Matthew
841 Greenword
Glencoe, IL 60022
847-835-1488
MjHorvitz@aol.com

Klein, Issac
1308 Southwind Dr
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-562-9128
cubslover1908@aol.com

Horwitz, Jeremy
165 Toulon Dr
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
847-858-5670
JSHorwitz@aol.com

Kogen, Max
120 Harbor
Glencoe, IL 60022
847-656-8990
maxkogen@aol.cm

Hunt, Sam
655 Lincoln Ave
Lake Bluff, IL 60044
847-295-5233

Krasnoff, Nick
11 Pointer Lane
St.louis MO 63124
314-989-1718
nicksk@swbell.net

Isberner, Payton
2130 Greenview Rd
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-562-8825

Krauskopf, Nicholas
620 Skokie Lane South
Glencoe, IL 60022
847-835-9349
nkrauslz@gmail.com
Kravitz, Joshua
803 Prairie Lane
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
jackiescott2@comcast.net
847-537-7055
Lansky, Joshua
5432 E Via Del Cielo
Paradise Valley, AZ 85253
kidsrfun@cox.net
480-951-2422
Lazar, Jack
555 Carriage Way
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-940-8856
Littlelaze525@aol.com
Lazarus, Noah
4218 Yorkshire Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-564-2930
rflazarus1@aol.com
Lazarus, Todd
4218 Yorkshire Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-564-2930
Lechter, Zack
15927 Woodvale Rd
Encino, CA 91436
310-920-0195
zjlechter@gmail.com
Levenfeld, Eli
800 Stonegate Drive
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-433-8875
AwesomeEli23@aol.com
Levine, Jared
1500 McDaniels Avenue
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-926-4020
jlove3@comcast.net

Levitas, Allen
3610 Maple Ave.
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-272-2288
AllenLevitas@gmail.com
Lindzon, Max
975 B Avenue
Coronado, CA 92118
602-684-1038
mazlindzon@gmail.com
Liss, Jonathan
1427 Daniel Ct
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-498-9801
jonathanliss@aol.com
Livingston, Harris
1315 Park Avenue
River Forest, IL 60305
708-771-2301
grantman123456@gmail.com
Loiben, Jared
160 E. Fox Hill Drive
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
JLoiben@comcast.net
847-419-0898
Lopez, Rodrigo
Sierra Madres 460 Lomas de
Chapultepec
Mexico City, D.F. 11000

Malis, Michael
443 Castle Pines Ln
Riverwoods, IL 60015
847-444-0034
michaelmalis2@gmail.com
Maller, Austin
7025 N.W. 67th Terrace
Parkland, FL 33067
maller@bellsouth.net
954-340-1213

Martin, Alex
1177 Nooning Tree Dr
Chesterfield, MO 63017
314-452-3209
Martin, Sebastian
1177 Nooning Tree Dr
Chesterfield, MO 63017
314-452-3209
Mehrholz, Andrew
1140 Heather Road
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-236-9972
Adog1076@aol.com
Meyer, RJ
1220 Grant Street
Evanston, IL 60201
847-363-2234
Mikkelsen, Jarett
20738 N 56 Avenue
lendale, AZ 85308
623-261-9474

Miller, Ian
251 Hickory Court
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-272-6456
ian_miller23@yahoo.com
Miller, Ryan
633 Barberry Rd
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-831-9026
ryryJr26@yahoo.com
Napadov, Allen
2525 Anne Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-562-1162
allennapadov@gmail.com

Neuman, Cole
2924 Sandalwood Road
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
kickincole01@aol.com
847-821-9234

Rosenfeld, Jonathan
2115 Kipling Lane
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-831-4909
jonathan_rosenfeld@mc.com

Newman, Eli
353 Lambert Tree Toad
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-266-1630
newmson@aim.com

Raven, Noah
1211 Stratford Place
Northbrook, IL 60062
mbnraven@aol.com
847-498-9171

Newman, Gabe
353 Lambert Tree
Highland Park, IL 60035
lorrinewman@comcast.net
847-266-1630

Reibman, Elliot
1281 Glencoe Avenue
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-433-7528
ereibman1@gmail.com

Rubin, Cameron
2504 Anne Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-480-7133
hockeyallstar812@aol.com

Olson, Justin
1430 Christina Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-562-8787
olson.j1999@yahoo.com

Reiner, Corey
62 Indian Drive
Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07677
201-391-4191
corey.reiner@yahoo.com

Rubio, Austin
2300 Tennyson Lane
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-579-1074
austinrubio@gmail.com

Passanisi, Samuel
9974 Scripps Ranch Blvd
San Diego, CA 92131
619-571-1290
sampassanisi@yahoo.com

Reiner, Sam
62 Indian Drive
Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07677
201-391-4191
sam.reiner@sbcglobal.net

Rubio, Elliott
2300 Tennyson Lane
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-579-1074
elliotrubio15@gmail.com

Poplawski, Jared
4634 E. Calle del Norte
Phoenix, AZ 85018
602-402-3924
Price, Charlie
1259 Redwood Lane
Lafayette,CA 94549
925-385-0213
cprice46@mc.com
Ptasznik, Brandon
18627 Rocoso Place
Tarzana, CA 91356
818-620-9767
brandonjordan2008@homtail.com
Ptasznik, Max
18627 Rocoso Place
Tarzana, CA 91356
818-620-9767
maxdyIan2008@hotmail.com
Quintanal, Fernando
Basque de Mamzames 209
Mexico D.F., MX 11700
525552511700
Fer_Quintanal@hotmail.com

Ribot, David
605 London Court
Buffalo Grove, IL
847-478-9402
ribotdavid@comcast.net
Rosenberg, Jacob
501 Sandpiper
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-520-3320

Rosenblat, Joshua
129 Augusta Drive
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-940-1474
jrosey119@yahoo.com
Rosenblat,Noah
129 Augusta Drive
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-940-1474
lilrosey000@yahoo.com

Rubio, Isaiah
2300 Tennyson Lane
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-579-1074
itcrubio@gmail.com
Sagerman, Adam
19818 Stone Pond Ln
Long Grove, IL 60047
847-438-7436
ASagerman123@aim.com
Sagerman, Daniel
19818 Stone Pond Ln
Long Grove, IL 60047
847-438-7436
cubsmaniac213@aol.com

Shapiro, Max
677 Barberry Road
Highland Park, IL60035
847-831-1900
jefashap@aol.com

Taub, Zachary
1462 Rolling Hills Ct.
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
847-821-7825
ztaub@comcast.net

Shapiro, Wiley
400 Brierhill
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-236-9925
wileycoyote34@msn.com

Treger, Jacob
7025 E Berneil Dr
Paradise Valley, AZ 85253
602-697-7663

Sharfman, Scott
124 S. Deere Park Drive
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-266-8612
sesharf@aol.ocm
Shwachman, Tyler
1857 Trails Edge Drive
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-498-5006
trshwachy019@aol.com
Schoeneman, Justin
4240 Lindenwood Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-509-8780
Justman4240@aol.com

Schulman, Levi
9510 N. 46th St
Phoenix, AZ 85028
480-483-2170
Schwartz, Miles
1664 Cavell Ave
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-579-0533
ts70@sbcglobal.net

Schwartz, Zachary
1532 Hawthorne Pl
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-405-0818
Shapiro, Jake
400 Brierhill
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-236-9925
jshap10@live.com

Silberg, William
1961 N. Maud
Chicago, IL 60614
773-248-6910
willsilberg@aol.com

Slutsky, Adam
4255 Lindenwood Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-291-7336
Adamslutsky@comcast.net

Slutsky, Eric
4255 Lindenwood Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-291-7336
eslutsky@comcast.net

Stone, Jed
1924 Beverly Lane
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
847-821-7840
jedthrow1202@aol.com

Voronov, Daniel
2272 Dehne Rd
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-205-2427
gvoronov@hotmail.com

Wagman, Ethan
370 Craig Court
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-374-0370
UFOE@comcast.net
Weiman, Chase
1469 Saunders Rd
Riverwoods, IL 60015
847-607-0676
Weingardt, Max
1630 Ridge Rd
Highland Park, IL 60035
847-607-0327

Weiss, Brett
7451 E Thunderhawk RD
Scottsdale, AZ 85255
602-692-1004
Weiss, Ethan
12520 N 86th St
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
480-922-5756
ewallstar@gmail.com

Weiss, Jonah
7451 Thunderhawk RD
Scottsdale, AZ 85255
602-692-1004
jonah424@gmail.com

Werhane, Colin
4132 Bristol Ct
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-715-4815
colinalexw@gmail.com
Wertleib, Cole
1129 Cumbre Alta Court
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272
310-454-2223
Weiner, Samuel
5129 E Orchid Lane
Paradise Valley, AZ 85253
602-402-9688
gqwife@aol.com
Winick, Dylan
1469 Woodland Dr
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-236-1788
Dylan@winnick.net
Yanez Rassvetaieff, Diego
Carretera Mexico-Tolvca 5262
casa 5 Antiqua, Cuajimalpa
05130
Zinsky, Joey
111 Plumtree
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-945-5324
WIwrestler112@aim.com
Zlatnikov, Max
108 Augusta Dr
Deerfield, IL 60015
847-236-0025
maxmillion0210@aim.com
Zweig, Jake
5900 RFD
Long Grove, IL 60047
847-415-2955
JakeZweig@comcast.net

Zweig,Tyler
5900 RFD
Long Grove, IL 60047
847-415-2955
icet25@comcast.net

Campers and Staff Birthday List
January
7th: Noah Raven
9th: Kevin Dann
8th: Jeff Goldberg
9th: Tyler Swachman
11th: Max Kogen
17th: Sam Reiner
22nd: Tom Cameron
24th: Daniel Driscoll
25th: Tyler Flanzer
26th: Ryan Miller
26th: Brett Weiss
27th: Richard Wilson
28th: Charlie Price
29th: Ethan Wagman
29th: Dylan Demakos
30th: Eric Slutsky
30th: Danny Chamoivitz
31st: Brian Schulz
February
3rd: Koby Stern
4th: Zachary Taub
5th: Josh Harris
8th: Jake Zweig
10th: Max Zlatnikov
11th: Max Cohen
15th: Aiden Bramwit
17th: Jonathan Lorbach
18th: Joshua Kravitz
19th: Taylor Beauseigneur
24th: Jacob Berlinger
24th: Trevor Balboa
24th: Daniel Ben-Isvy
28th: Jonah Jacobs
March
2nd: Allen Napadov
3rd: Alex Martin
5th: Issac Klein
8th: Levi Schulman

9th: Alena Lukyanenko
10th: Matthew Butler
13th: Robert Furman
18th: Katherine Egan
20th: Sam Engel
21st: Grayson Belfer
25th: Adam Sagerman
25th: Jonathan Liss
28th: Noah Rosenblat
29th: Jacob Chorches
29th: Andrew Mehrholz
31st: Joshua Lansky
April
3rd: Ross Fisher
5th: Sam Lazar
9th: Samuel Wiener
12th: Eli Levenfeld
13th: Max Shapiro
14th: Diego Yanez Rassvetaieff
15th: Daniel Gassel
17th: Ethan Weiss
23rd: Jake Fishbein
23rd: Nicholas Krauskopf
24th: Jonah Weiss
28th: Matthew Goldstein
30th: Max Lindzon
May
1st: Andrew Davis
3rd: David Mizock
6th: Noah Ben-Isvy
11th: Gavin Bramwit
12th: Joey Bloom
12th: Jeremy Bernick
12th: Cole Wertlieb
14th: Michael Malis
18th: David Ribot
19th: Chris Courts
21st: Chase Weiman
23rd: William Silberg
24th: Brett Davidson
25th: Jack Lazar
25th: Jake Addis

25th: Connor McLoughlin
26th: John Butler
26th: Brandon Ptasznik
29th: Matthew Gold
30th: Aaron Kamel
30th: Peter Chapin
June
3rd: Max Ptasznik
6th: Ross Bessinger
6th Adam Ainscough
8th: Brenda Flores
8th: Jake Shapiro
9th: Nick Krasnoff
9th: Jake Hockman
9th: Richard Pillinger
13th: Rodrigo Lopez
18th: Jacob Barstack
19th: Harris Livingston
20th: Payton Isberner
22nd: Alexander Dudek
26th: Samuel Passanisi
27th: Todd Lazarus
28th: Matthew Horvitz
30th: Jared Poplawski
July
1st: Colin Besh
3rd: Trent Bodin
4th: Dennis Kosloski
10th: Jacob Rosenberg
12th: Ethan Cantor
15th: Dylan Winick
18th: Zachary Schwartz
20th: Daniel Sagerman
22nd: RJ Meyer
24th: Noah Gilder
24th: Bond Gilder
27th: Ian Miller
31st: Andrew Blechman
August
7th: Zachary Greenbaum

7th: Alexander Grayson
8th: Brett Borre
9th: Elliot Reibman
10th: Max Engel
10th: Justin Olson
12th: Cameron Rubin
15th: Allen Levitas
15th: Austin Rubio
15th: Elliot Rubio
15th: Isaiah Rubio
16th: Alex Gould
18th: David Blechman
22nd: Zack Lechter
23rd: Michael Dmitriyev
24th: Ryan Blum
24th: Juan Alfonso Roque Mendez
25th: Tyler Zweig
30th: Mark Gutheim
September
5th: Aida Karen Ramirez Aragon
6th: David Godfrey
11th: Jonathan Rosenfeld
11th: Colin Werhane
18th: Nathan Friefeld
19th: Jack Eichner
21st: Justin Shoeneman
October
2nd: Harrison Chodash
2nd: Daniel Voronov
3rd: Sebastian Martin
5th: Matthew Chapman
6th: Eli Newman
7th: Logan Balboa
7th: Anna Zyubanova
8th: Lenny Bloom
8th: Eli Bernick
9th: Corrina Morris
10th: Fernando Quintanal
14th: Wiley Shapiro
14th: David Holmes
17th: Benjamin Davis
24th: Matthew De Carlo

28th: Cole Neuman
29th: Alec Berger
November
1st: Jared Loiben
1st: Max Wiengardt
5th: Bryan Bennis
5th: Gabe Newman
7th: Jacob Daitch
9th: Joshua Rosenblat
13th: Daniel Beyer
14th: Jacob Treger
14th: Jeremy Horwitz
16th: Josh Goodman
16th: Jake Goodman
16th: Jarett Mikkelson
19th: Richard Nagle
20th: Joey Zinsky
20th: Jason Mott
27th: Billy Heisler
28th: Charlie Kanter
December
2nd: Jed Stone
11th: Jackson Harris
13th: Corey Reiner
13th: Miles Schwartz
16th: Dylan Driscoll
16th: Corey Pascal
17th: Noah Lazarus
18th: Andrew Schofield
21st: Jake Czupek
21st: Sam Hunt
26th: Adam Slutsky
26th: Brian Goldman
27th: Nadia Vladimirovna
29th: Austin Maller
30th: Reid Kanter
31st: Scott Sharfman

Staff Address List 2010

Ainscough, Adam
64 Tresham Dr
Grappenhall heys
Warrington, Cheshire,
WA4 3DU
England
adam_ainscough@yahoo.com
Appelbaum, Robbie,
402 Albany Lane
Vernon Hills, IL 60061
robbieappelbaum@att.net
Aragon, Aida Karen Ramirez
3, Morelos st. Santa Maria
Ixtulco, Tiaxcala, Mexico
sirob_20@hotmail.com
Balboa, Denise
N1741 Chesapeake Ct
Greenville, WI 54942
nbalboa@sbcglobal.net
Bodin, Trenton
w7008 City Rd
Holmen, WI 54636
tbodin@wisc.edu
Chernysheva, Nadezhda
W.Shukhova32akv.65
Petropavlovsk
Kazakhstan
nadezhda89_@bk.ru
Chaimovitz, Danny
1820 Colverdale Avenue
Highland Park, IL 60035
Chaimo123@aol.com
Courts, Christopher
Vine Cottage, 92 Havant Road
Hayling Island, Hants P011 OHL
England
ccourts87@hotmail.con

Dann, Kevin
1110 Locust Road
Wilmette, IL 60091
kdann191@aim.com

Egan, Katherine
2111 N. 86 St.
Wauwatosa, WI 53226
egan@muhs.edu
Flores, Brenda
Circito Jan Pablo II 609
Puebla, Puebla
Mexico
bren_ame@hotmail.com
Forman, Max
1245 Montgomery Drive
Deerfield, IL 60015
maxwellforman@comcast.net
Freed, Jake
1695 Lake Cook Rd
Highland Park, IL 60035
freedo16@aol.com
Gelman, Josh
215 Barberry Road
Highland Park, IL 60035
jibgilmon@yahoo.com
Godfrey, David
96 Salisbury Avenue
Netherton, Liverpool
Merseyside, England
l30 1pz
d_n_g456@hotmail.co.uk
Heisler, Billy
810 Forest Ave
Evanston, IL 60202
billyheisler@gmail.com
Hockman, Jacob
20 Randolph CT
Philidelphia, PA 19147
jhockman5@gmail.com
Holmes, David
7 Christchurch Drive
Daventry, Northants
NN11 4RD
England
holmes_5000@hotmail.com
Kosloski, Dennis

926 N. 12th Street
Manitowoc, WI 54220
kosloskid@mpsd.k12.wi.us

Lazar, Sam
555 Carriage Way
Deerfield, IL 60015
samlazar45@gmail.com

Lorbach, Jonathan
1726 N. Pulaski
Milwaukee, WI 53202
jlorbach@uwm.edu
Lukyanenko, Alena
11 Internacionalnaya street
Petropavlosk, The North
Kazakhstan
alenkaengsku@mail.ru
McLoughlin, Connor
Arbutus Killingcarrig Rd
The Burnaby Greystones Co Wickloq
Ireland
conorpmcloughlin@gmail.com
Mendez, Juan Alfonso Roque
Andromeda Retourn Nu.107
Pacho, Hgo, Hildago
Mexico
anauj_euqurm@hotmail.com
Mizock, David
1491 Chase Ct
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
patch222@aol.com
Moody, Stanley
1027 Foster Road
Augres, MI 48703
sjmoodyiii@gmail.com
Morris, Corrina
2117 Mowland Ave
Indianapolis, IN 46201
tenleycorrinamorris@gmail.com
Mott, Jason
Hollygroud Primrose Ln
Liss, Hampshire

England
jcmotto2003@yahoo.co.uk
Munzer, David
12 Hastings
Highland Park, IL 60035
munzamo92@yahoo.com
Nagle, Richard
40 Ashbury Dr
Sheffield, South Yorkshire
S88LE, England
Nagle_36@hotmail.com
Noftz, Nick
1113 N. Douglas Ave
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
noft5666@bears.unco.edu
Pascal, Corey
3842 Rutgers Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
coreypascal@gmail.com
Pillinger, Richard
152 Aldridge Rd Streetly’
Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham
England
hil4uno@hotmail.co.uk
Rosen, Nat
923 E Kilbourn Ave 1001
Milwaukee, WI 53202
rosenj11@muhs.edu
Schofield, Andrew
5 Edenhurst Avenue,
Liverpool, Merseyside
l162LA, England
andrewschofield1987@live.co.uk
Schulz, Brian
1932 Birchwood Avenue
Wilmette, IL 60091
schulzbrian@yahoo.com
Smith, Colin
1790 Milford St
Carmel, IN 46032
rantcifier@gmail.com
Stern, Koby
5205 East Bent Tree Ct
Bryon, IL 61010

KobyStern@yahoo.com
Taylor, Mike
2132 S Allis St
Milwaukee, WI 53207
Wilson, Richard
29 Weeping Cross
Stafford, Staffordshire
England
richwilson1989@gmail.com
Zyubanova, Anna
ul.Sokolovaya d.76 kv.27
Saratov 410031
Russia
ann.zyubanova@yahoo.com

What would Cabin 3 be without the toilet?
What would DAVID MUNZER be without time-travelling?
What would DAVID GODFREY be without wine?
What would LOGAN BALBOA be without good sportsmanship?
What would BRETT WEISS be without water?
What would ISSAC KLEIN be without his two s’s?
What would NOAH BEN-ISVY be without batteries?
What would TODD LAZARUS be without awesomeness?
What would Cabin 4 be without cabin clean up?
What would STANLEY MOODY be without Harry Potter?
What would MAX PTASZNIK be without the waterfront?
What would SAM WIENER be without the waterfront?
What would TREVOR BALBOA be without paddleball?
What would ZACK LECHTER be without the waterfront?
What would DAVID MEYER be without his bike?
What would Cabin 5 be without reading instructions?
What would DAVE HOLMES be without Sunday Cookout?
What would DICKY P be without his sneakouts?
What would MILES SCHWARTZ be without receiving post?
What would JAKE CZUPEK be without comics?
What would DIEGO YANEZ be without his Spanish?
What would RYAN MILLER be without snoring and sleep talking?
What would ETHAN CANTOR be without his PSP?
What would ZACHARY GREENBAUM be without cleaning the cabin?
What would Cabin 6 be without attitude?
What would MAX ZLATNIKOV be without tattling?
What would JAKE SHAPIRO be without a smart mouth?
What would ROSS FISHER be without his cats?
What would JONNY BLOOM be without sugar?
What would MATTHEW GOLD be without waitering?
What would MATTHEW CHAPMAN be without card games?
What would RODRIGO LOPEZ be without his chainsaw?
What would MAX FORMAN be without texting?
What would JAKE FREED be without a hairy chest?
What would Cabin 7 be without noise?
What would ROBBIE APPELBAUM be without sports and the core?
What would ADAM AINSCOUGH be without travelling?
What would RYAN BLUM be without letters?
What would DANIEL BEN-ISVY be without his books?
What would MATT GOLDSTEIN be without his tennis balls?

What would JACOB ROSENBERG be without his memory?
What would MAX SHAPIRO be without his hair?
What would TOM CAMERON be without water?
What would DYLAN WINICK be without his froggy?
What would Cabin 8 be without world peace?
What would JAKE ADDIS be without cabin clean up?
What would TRENT BODIN be without Jake Hockman?
What would GABE NEWMAN be without his comic books?
What would JONAH JACOBS be without talking?
What would BRIAN GOLDMAN be without climbing?
What would JUSTIN OLSON be without his guitar?
What would ROBERT FURMAN be without hockey?
What would RICHARD WILSON be without his Green Bay Packers hat?

What would Cabin 10 be without the dog and chew toy?
What would NOAH LAZARUS be without mess?
What would JOSH LANSKY be without Jonny Mueller?
What would JONNY LISS be without Basketball?
What would COLIN WERHANE be without following your heart?
What would ETHAN WAGMAN be without nothing?
What would ANDREW KLEIN be without soda?
What would ELLIOT KATZ be without 11 days of camp?
What would JONATHAN LORBACH be without 27 years of freedom?
What would Cabin 14 be without aerosols?
What would TYLER FLANZER be without skiing?
What would MICHAEL DMITRIYEV be without swearing?
What would ANDREW MEHRHOLZ be without wrestling?
What would NOAH RAVEN be without paddleball?
What would XANDER GRAYSON be without sneaking around?
What would JACOB DAITCH be without saying ‘ni ni ni ni!’?
What would TYLER SWACHMAN be without his freckles?
What would BRETT DAVIDSON be without a fro?
What would Cabin 15 be without the tech decks?
What would PAYTON ISBERNER be without his ping-pong paddle?
What would DANIEL DRISCOLL be without his ipod?
What would ALEX MOULD be without his sports goggles?
What would JACOB BERLINGER be without wrestling?
What would TYLER ZWEIG be without his brother?
What would Cabin 16 be without speakers?

What would ELI LEVENFELD be without clean up?
What would MATT HORVITZ be without Nick Krasnoff?
What would NICK KRASNOFF be without Matt Horvitz?
What would JACOB CHORCHES be without his wallet?
What would MICHAEL MALIS be without his ipod touch?
What would NICHOLAS KRASKOPF be without his great attitude?
What would WILL SILBERG be without sailing?
What would DANNY CHAMOIVITZ be without ski-bars?
What would DANNY SLUTSKY be without Laze?
What would Cabin 17 be without the shoe rack?
What would ELLIOT RUBIO be without A.D.D?
What would AUSTIN RUBIO be without his P.S.P?
What would ISAIAH RUBIO be without F.I.F.A?
What would JOEY BLOOM be without impetigo ?
What would AUSTIN MALLER be without wake boarding?
What would CHRIS COURTS be without ‘ya mum’?
What would Cabin 18 be without a fire extinguisher?
What would JACK LAZAR be without his Hock Daddy?
What would JOSH ROSENBLAT be without his messy area?
What would SAM ENGEL be without Jonny Mueller and Max Forman?
What would DAVID BLECHMAN be without Tiger Woods?
What would DAVID RIBOT be without his dumbness?
What would COREY REINER be without himself?
What would DANIEL SAGERMAN be without his PSP?
What would JONAH WEISS be without his Nate Ability?
What would JACOB BARSTACK be without hanging low?
What would ELI BERNICK be without?
What would COLE NEUMAN be without his nose?
What would ERIC SLUTSKY be without his curls?
What would CONOR McLOUGHLIN be without?
What would JAKE HOCKMAN be without Jack Lazar’s head

